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The Image of Fairfield

WVOF Airs Broadcast Jogues Freshmen
to Discuss Racial Issues Tested for Sulfur
Carrie Brown
Staff Writer
"Racism doesn't start here
at Fairfield University. It's something that people have grown up
with. We're not going to tolerate
our peers being terrorized the way
that they have been."
These remarks by Steve
Shannon, president-elect of FUS A,
were just some of the main ideas
that were being discussed last
Tuesday on a WVOF broadcast
centering around the racism issue
at the University.
In response to the racial
incidents which have occured in
Dolan Hall and the Dolan TalkBack which was held on February
6, this broadcast was aired to increase awareness of the serious
issues currently facing Fairfield
University.
A panel, which consisted
of five students, one graduate student, and three faculty members,
discussed not only racism, but also
sexism, homophobias, and issues
of economic diversity.
The panel, lead by Shannon
Cross '93, Public Affairs Director
of WVOF, included students Eileen Lopez '92, president of
SALSA, Joren Reyes'92, a minority relations and special interest
representative to FUSA, Ric Gradone '92, a representative of the
gay students on campus, and Shannon '93.
Also present were Fiona
Edwards '95, a minority goup
member and Chris Love, a graduate student who is also a counselor
in the Office of Minority Relations. They both served on the panel
of the Dolan Talk-Back as well.
The faculty members were
Dr. Walter Petry, assistant professor of history, who also served on
the Dolan Talk-Back panel, and
Dr. Arthur Anderson, professor of
sociology. Fr. Paul Holland, S.J.,

assistant University chaplin, represented Campus Ministry.
After she was harassed for
speaking Spanish to a friend in the
Campus Center, Lopez commented
that "we live in the United States
which stands for a melting pot
environment."

American because 24 percent minority are in the work force and by
the year 2000, it will be 60 percent."
"We need scholarship
money available for black and
hispanic students to have Fairfield
reflect America," said Anderson.
Petry feels the
changes can come about if
"in each core course you
can infuse an enormous
amount of diversity. The
members of the various departments should find a
coherent way of introducing students to things
they've never heard of."
Fr. Holland said,
"Campus Ministry's first
response was to preach at
all the masses about the sins
that were commited."
Edwards sees Fairfield as a university of reDr. Walter Petry discussed campus action, "where we need a
racial issues at the WVOF Broadcast, as spark to react upon. We
he did here at the recent Dolan Talk- definitely have a spark. We
Back on the same topics.
need to move on from here."
Reyes said, "We are very
Reyes sees changes taking
homogenus students and there is place only if "we had a diverse
such a thing as a typical Fairfield cabinet of students in FUSA. It's
student and we are all working and the job of each one of us to accept
living together and good and bad the view that people have their difthings will come out of it." He ferences."
found it "brave and important that
Petry said, "No student
these afflicted people spoke up."
should get out of here without being
"You can't start at one exposed to minority students, and
place," said Shannon. "You have all minority students need a strong
to address this issue from all areas. support system."
"At this point, all of this
If we address this issue as a unified
university I think it's something must be seen in a larger context,
that diversity comes in all forms,
that we can beat."
Shannon also informed the some of it is race, some of it is
panel that Brian Hayes '92, the religion, some is sex, and some is
current FUSA president, is offer- sexual orientation," said Andering a $1000 award from the treas- son.
"But whoever feels marury for the names of the people
who commited these acts of ra- ginal and is made to feel uncomcism.
fortable for that on this campus,
Anderson believes that that is the overriding issue that
"reality is an important part of our affects all kinds of students. We
curriculum. This campus is not have to address this," he added.

Dioxide Inhalation
Alicia Ignacio
Contributing Writer
The testing is finally over, and so far, everyone has passed. This
is not about midterm exams, but rather an indepth examination of
eight freshmen residing on the fourth floor of Jogues Hall who inhaled
large quanities of sulfur dioxide in the beginning of the semester.
Only now has the medical testing ended.
On Wednesday, January 15, two of the girls noticed a strange
haze in their room.
"It smelled like rotten eggs," said Sheila Eustace '95. "Around
11:30, our fire alarm went off."
For three days, they had gone without heat, and now they began
to worry even more. Security was called in, and their fire alarm was
taken without being replaced. The fire hazard alone was enough to
scare them, but the security officer reassured them there would be no
further problems.
By Friday, January 17, there had been no attempts to replace the
alarm, and security had no report that it had been taken out in the first
place. After contacting security a number of times, this situation was
remedied.
During the weekend, the girls began having chest pains, and on
Monday night, the smell returned. Six days had gone by, and the sulfur
dioxide was still present in their rooms.
At 11:00 p.m., five girls were taken to St. Vincent's Medical
Center in Bridgeport, and three went to the University Health Center.
Blood tests for arterial gas were administered, and evacuation from
their rooms was enforced that night. The following day, all student
residents of the Jogues 4 South wing were evacuated and only allowed
to return at 11:30 p.m. that night.
. At this time, the sulfur dioxide was traced and permanent plans
of relocation were considered.
According to the January 20,1992, Newsbreak that was posted
throughout Jogues Hall by Campus Currents, "a piece of terra cotta
inside the chimney broke away and fell inside causing fumes to enter
some of the students' rooms. Their tests proved negative." Since then,
the girls have been tested for a variety of disorders, including pulmonary problems.
According to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA),
sulfur dioxide is "a colorless gas that will not burn or detonate, but it
can cause serious injury despite medical treatment. Symptoms of
exposure include coughing, wheezing, larangitis, shortness of breath,
nausea, and vomiting."
Over the course of the two weeks, students experienced all of
these symptoms except for vomiting. NFPA codes suggest discarding
all clothing and shoes that have come in contact with sulfur dioxide.
The University has volunteered to dry clean their clothing, and six of
the girls have been relocated throughout campus.
For two weeks, students were inhaling the sulfur dioxide and
possibly carbon monoxide that also went undetected for several days.

Deussing: "Cherish the Earth As We Do
Our Families and Friends"
Debra De Shong
Assistant News Editor
In front of a crowd of
people in the Faculty Dining Room
stood radio personality Bill
Deussing. Deussing resembled
everyone's favorite history teacher
in high school, short and stout,
wire glasses and a shiny head with
a clump of curly hair hiding in the
back. He does not fit the part he
plays, an organic farmer, social
philosopher and environmental
artist.
Deussing is a staunch environmentalist and last week, he
brought his messages to Fairfield
University.
According to Deussing,
the earth is in bad shape. He feels
"we need to cherish the web of life

on earth as we do our families and
friends." With a picture of a globe,
he reminds us that we all have to
live here and get rid of our waste
here as well. If we do not pay
attention to the environment, we
will end up destroying it completely.
Forests, the basic elements of ecology, are under attack
everywhere and we cannot live
without trees. If there were no
trees, a likely prospect at the rate
we are destroying forests, the
summers would be very hot and
the winters extremely cold.
America is guilty of many
atrocities against the earth. We use
more aluminum cans than the rest
of the world combined. As a result, we demand cheap aluminum.
Hydrolic dams are built to provide

cheap electricity to in turn make
cheap aluminum. However, as a
result of the dams, several salmon
species are being destroyed. This
in turn, affects the Native Americans who depended on the salmon
for food. This is only one example
of how we are affecting the world.
Deussing presented many
slides to show the state of the earth
today. He showed barren land that
was once a rainforest, eroded soil
in Tennessee, a barren and environmentally declining Africa, and
one slide that really hit home. It
was a slide of Bridgeport which
Deussing called, "another wasteland we have created."
Along with shocking
pictures, Deussing provided some
facts and advice. He said that we
pay about $250 billion a year for

our energy systems. That amounts
to $1,000 per person per year to
support the fossil and nuclear energy industries. We cannot change
our energy system overnight, but
Deussing advises us to pay more
attention to the solar patterns and
to "think about what we want the
future to be like and then work
towards that."
If we do not change the
way we live, it could result in disaster. Deussing displayed some
slides showing the effects of global
warming and a map displaying the
areas over which the ozone is most
depleted; the biggest ozone gaps
were over the U.S. and Western
Europe.
The information that we
get from the media concerning this
issue is often basic and uniformed,

so we must search for the true
facts.
Fifty years ago, things
were done without money. People
grew their own food, sewed their
own clothes and used to walk to
work. If we are to survive,
Deussing feels that we should
revert back to some of those od
time practices. He suggested things
as simple as a clothesline. By
using a clothesline, not only do we
conserve electricity, but we utilize
the natural element of the sun.
Deussing left us with
three things to think about - everything connects to everything else,
everything has to go somewhere,
and everything has a cost. With
these in mind, according to
Deussing, we must change the
earth.
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Dolan Staff
Senior Giving Kicks Off for
Demands Awareness
Class of'92
Jenn Pinto
Matt O'Connor
Contributing Writers
After months of planning,
the Senior Giving Program is up
and running, preparing the Class
of '92 to join in a Fairfield tradition — a tradition in which each
generation of students helps the
next by supporting the Alumni
Fund. The Class of 1992 is undertaking a special challenge, and
hopes to raise a class gift of $92,000
by its fifth reunion.
How? By getting as many
members as possible to pledge
commitment which will grow in
increments over the next five years.
Senior Co-chairs Jenn Pinto and
Matt O'Connor have enlisted the
help of 40 classmates to invite
others to participate.
Class representatives will
begin their solicitation visits soon,

asking for a $10 commitment fee,
to be followed in subsequent
Novembers by gifts of $25, $35,
$50, $75, and $125. Ifjust38%of
the class pledges the $310 total
over the next 5 years, Fairfield's
Golden Anniversary Class will be
able to announce a gift of $92,000
at its fifth reunion!
At a kick-off reception
for volunteers last week, Rev.
Aloysius Kelley, S.J., president,
stressed the importance of the
Senior Giving Program.
"During this milestone
50th anniversary year, it is helpful
to look back and remember that
each generation of Fairfield students, in response to the gift of
education it has received, has
passed that legacy to the next.,"
said Fr. Kelley. "I am pleased that
in living out the Jesuit ideal of
being men and women for others,
you are choosing to direct a por-

tion of your generosity back to
your future alma mater, for both
the institution and the students it
serves will benefit directly from
your response."
In giving to the Alumni
Fund through the Senior Giving
Program, members of the Class of
'92 may designate their gift to one
of the following areas: financial
aid; Nyselius Library; faculty/curriculum development; or give to
where the need is greatest.
The Program, now in its
third year, has been received positively by previous classes, with the
Classes of '90 and '91 having
pledged $79,000 and $50,000 respectively to date.
We hope members of the
Class of '92 will tap into their
sense of personal pride, and their
feelings of pride for Fairfield, and
make this class gift the best ever in
the University's history.

Debate Team Meets Success in
Short Career
Laura Coffey
Staff Writer

The Fairfield University
Debate Team, which has finished
in the top ten at all the debates they
have attended this year, is currently looking for new members to
carry on its success.
Established three years ago,
the team has gained stature quickly.
They have successfully placed in
the ranks with such well-known
schools as Brown University,
Fordham University, and UPenn.
On October 24 and 25,1991,
the Debate Team hosted the American Parliamentary Debate Association, which consists of 33 debate teams from schools throughout the Northeast. The Debate
Tournament was a major fund
raiser for the team.

Two members of the Debate
Team, Shawn Russell '92 and
James Cafferty '94, represented
Fairfield in January at the World
Debating Championships at Trinity College in Dublin, Ireland. They
finished in the top 50 out of 150
teams from around the world at the
championship.
"Within the last two years,
the team has established an excellent reputation in the debating circuit," said Dr. King Dykeman,
philosophy professor and moderator of the Fairfield University
Debating Team. "They are distinguishing themselves and getting
respect from other debate teams."
"In a short span of time they
had a number of excellent debaters," he added. "They are definitely division one in this sport."
Russell, the president of the

team, hopes that more students will
become involved and join the team
to carry on its success.
"We are a relatively new
team, but we are already wellknown in the debating circuit," said
Russell, a political science major.
"The team has been doing very
well, and it has improved a lot
since last year."
This spring, the team will
participate in debate tournaments
at schools such as Amherst College, Providence College, and Yale
University.
The Debate Team is open to
all students who wish to practice
their oratory and argumentative
deciphering skills. New members
are welcome at meetings held on
Monday evenings. Anyone interested should contact Shawn Russell
through Box 2823.

Campus Crier
The "Fairfield Premieres" will conclude their performances on
Thursday, February 20, Friday, February 21, and Saturday, February
22 at 8:00 p.m. in the Wein Theatre of the Quick Center.
Student tickets for all shows are $3. For more information, call
the Quick Center Box Office at 254-4010.
Fairfield University will host the American Festival Theatre
from February 26 to March 1. About 300 thespian students from
Brown University, Providence College, the University of Rhode
Island, and others will compete for prizes and recognition at the Quick
Center.
All day tickets are $3 for students. For more information, call the
Quick Center Box Office at 254-4010.
Fairfield University is holding the "Combating Issues on Alcohol" Conference Saturday, February
22 in the Quick Center from 9:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Registration is from 8:00-9:30 a.m. in the Quick Center
Lobby.
For more information, call 254-4215.
The Round Hill Chamber Players present pianist Orin Grossman, professor of Fine Arts, and his
brother Jerry Grossman at the Quick Center on Sunday, February 23 at 3:00 p.m.
"Vital Information," a jazz/fusion/art/world beat concert in the Quick Center on Sunday, February
23 at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are $12 and $8.
The Writing Center will hold a workshop on "Research Papers and Documentation" on Monday,
February 24 from 2:00 - 3:30 p.m. and one on "Writing about Poetry" on Wednesday, February 26 at 3:00
- 4:00 p.m.
The Student Court is now taking applications for positions. Pick them up in the FUSA office. The
deadline is Thursday, February 27.

Kim Boniface '93, Brendan Carroll '93, Leilani Davis '92,
Maura Cenci '89, Eileen East '94, Katie Finn '93, Jed Smith '93
Contributing Writers

The Dolan staff is outraged at the bigoted incidents which have
been taking place in this residence hall and is putting a deliberate investment of time and effort into our community.
It is time that all the members of the University stop viewing the
problem of bigotry and closemindedness as an abstract problem. They
exist here at Fairfield. By denying it, we are enabling behavior which
goes against justice and decency.
The Dolan staff asserts this position. It will not be tolerated.
Hopefully the University can join together and actively combat the
problems that exist. We challenge you to make a difference.
Already 200 people at the Dolan Talk-Back signed up to become
participants in this struggle to build an open community at Fairfield.
On Monday, February 24 at 8:00 p.m. in the Oak Room, there will be
a forum, Combating Intolerance and Prejudice at Fairfield University,
to mobilize ideas into action. We are anxious to hear your input.

Safe Rides
will begin again this weekend
Friday and Saturday 10 p.m-3 a.m.

Call 254-4050
The Sound, FairfieltTs
Literary Magazine, would
like to announce a $100 prize
for best submission.
Submissions will be evaluated by the
Sound's staff and by faculty members.
Submissions of poetry, fiction, artwork,
and photos can be sent to Box N before
March 6. Please send no more than 5
poems and/or 2 pieces of short fiction.

Classifieds
Help Wanted: Fast Fundraising program - Fraternities, sororities,
student clubs. Earn up to $1000 in one week. Plus receive a $1000
bonus yourself. And a FREE WATCH just for callling 1-800-9320528 Ext. 65.
Alaska Summer Employment - Fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month.
Free transportation! Room & Board! Over 8000 openings. Male or
Female. For employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext. 259.
Earn $2000 + Free Spring Break Trips! North America's #1 Student Tour Operator seeking motivated students, organizations, fraternities and sororities as campus representatives promoting Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona and Panama City! Call 1(800)724-1555.
Spring Break from $199 CANCUN, BAHAMAS, DAYTONA
AND PANAMA CITY. Includes 7 nights, free beach party, free
nightclum admissions and more! Book with the Best - Don't Settle for
Less! 1(800)724-1555.
You've Only Got One Week to Live! Do It Right: Spring Break
- JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, CANCUN, MARGARITA from $369!!
Organize Group Travel Free! Sun Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710.
Spring Break Price-Buster Vacations! JAMAICA, BAHAMAS
including airfare, great hotel, and much more from only $599. Buy
fromthe#l name you trustforquality vacations. Four Seasons 1-800331-3136.
Extra Income '92 - Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing 1992 travel
brochures. For more information send a self-addressed stamped envelope to ATW Travel, P.O. Box 430780, Miami, FL 33143.
Roommate Needed: House near University. Immediate occupancy.
Male or female. $395/month plus utilities. Call Dave at 259-3377.
Evenings 332-0676.
Help Wanted: P/T bartenders and cocktail waitresses. Please call
331-1515 for appointment.
Free Travel! Organize a small group. Spring Break '92! Jamaica,
Cancun, and Florida. For info and reservations, call STS 1-800-6484849.

^M.......................-.......-„

* Next Mirror Meeting: 2124 at 8 p.m. j
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Fiftieth
Anniversary
Announcement
As student unrest hit the country in the Sixties, Fairfield University also
felt the effects of a country in a period of tension. A student strike lasted
ten days, with students taking over two administration buildings.
Also during this time, the University established a relationship with
Action for Bridgeport Community Development (ABCD), and began the
Upward Bound Program that to this day provides low-income high school
students from the Bridgeport area both college preparation and scholarships if they qualify for admission to the University.
Another lasting event of this time was the annual Appalachain Festival
and House, which came out of the work of student volunteers with the
Glenmary Home Missioners in Appalachia. Each year, the event draws
artisians who sell arts and crafts from the Appalachian region.

Cheers

Boos

to my Co-Pilot at the Lobster Trap...to sweeties who hookup with roommates - what were
you thinking?...to diving medals
at MAAC's...to the water-logged
G-1 gals - "have you built your ark
yet?"...to champagne parties and
wishing you could remember the
night...to Mac and Cheese at the
Days Inn...to the revival of Soco
and the crickets...to The Prince of
Tides and friends who drive to
fast..to Spades to $ 10,000...to K.T.
and Regis carnations...to the
Sei Ier' s set-up crew... to friends you
can really trust...to elephants in
the jungle when it snows and basket-weaving princesses...to spin
the bottle (who said it was a high
school game?).. .to a valentine from
a special friend...to care packages
with lots of goodies...to going
home...to friends from home who
visit.to the GAAFA girls for finally getting what they want...to
consecutive one-on-one basketball
victories...to an early Valentine's
Day on Kostka 2...to the perfect
gentleman in TH 102...to scheming friends..to boyfriends who are
always there for you...to an awesome Valentine's Day date ...to
long talks in the Mezz...to beautiful weddings...to guys who sing to
girls on Valentine's Day and the
girls' reactions...to Pier One
regulars...to seniors who take
spontaneous trips...to eye condoms
that prevent visual aides...

to Regis 2 boys who didn't
know that panty raids went out
with disco...to girlfriends who
study too much...to living soap
operas.. .to caddiness.. .to guys who
are con-artists...to broken bus
windows in Philadelphia - what
ever happened to "city of brotherly love"?...to a house going
home...to the weakies losing one
of their own...to security handcuffing former students...to loud,
smoky parties where you don't
know anyone...to a rainy, flooded
vacation...to a long weekend that
was too short.. .to a lack of creative
ideas...to housemates who have
no interest...to wearing glasses...to
girls who keep schedules on the
weekends...to whoever keeps
"cheering" the cutest man alive.. .to
people you think are friends but
really aren't...to people who badmouth boyfriends behind your
back - don't you have anything
better to do?...to ex-boyfriends
who send Valentine's Day cards
to your housemates and leave your
name off it...to vanishing Valentine cards...to guys that only visit
when they're drunk...to men that
win the "p of the week" award...to
long-running
Philosophy
lectures., .to strangers who pass out
in your bed, throws up all over it,
and don't want to leave...to cleaning up after other people who get
sick.. .to Cheapies that fall apart... to
rainy days...to really bad falls...
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Health Care Profession
Faces Ethical Dilemnas
Jennifer Luongo
Contributing Writer
"To lead, one must serve."
Dr. John Lawrence, Vice
President for Medical Affairs at St.
Vincent's Medical Center in Bridgeport, explained his feelings on
this paradox last Thursady in the
Ethics Lecture, "Current Ethical
Dilemmas in Health Care: A Physician's Perspective."
His lecture primarily dealt
with four major ethical problems
in the health care profession. But,
he stressed having "a mission, philosophy or core values" in order to
avoid being caught in these dilemmas.
The first issue Lawrence
discussed was the ethical problem
mental health therapists face in
their relationships with patients.
He described this as "a power relationship in which patients are never
quiet equal."
In this case, Lawrence explained that the therapist should
never violate the trust of the patient or manipulate the patient for
personal satisfaction.
He advised that a therapist never infringe a new set of
ethics on a patient. He concluded
that the core values a physician
should have inthis situation are
respect and quality service.
Next, Lawrence presented the problem of physician
assisted suidice and the withdrawal
of a patient from life support.
He explained that the right
to die is not a right to procure
death, but the right to die peacefully and without pain. However, a
physician must never cause death
by helping the patient committ suicide.
Lawrence
stressed,
"Physicains have been taught to
preserve life, not terminate it...
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Dr. John Lawrence
Respect for human life should
help you deal with this dilemma."
He spoke about the problems of a physician's responsibility in treating AIDS patients and
the mandatory HIV testing of health
careworkers.
He feels that AIDS patients ae netitled to medical care
and confidentiality and a physicain should not be guided by fears
and prejudices when deciding who
to treat.
According to Lawrence,
"It is unethical for a physician to
refuse to treat a patient with AIDS
specifically for that reason."
A physician should have
"loyalty, courage, fairness, and a
sense of altruism."
As far as health care
workers are concerned, they should
follow universal proportions and
professional guidelines in order to
insure safety and quality service to
patients.
The final dilemma Lawrence discussed'was the ethics of
health care rationing and its relationship to cost and access. He

expressed concern that the growing number of uninsured is directly
related to the ever increasing underclass in our society.
"We do have an access
problem in our society," according
to Lawrence, "but we have difficulty knowing what this is."
He went on to say that
both the government and health
care workers must work together
to provide benefits for everyone.
He again stressed a value system in
the leadership role the physicians
play.
Prior to his current position as Vice President for Medical
Affairs at St. Vincent's, Dr. Lawrence practiced internal medicine
for 27 years in the Bridgeport area.
He is currently a member
of the Ethics Committee at St. Vincent's Medical Center and a
member of the Institutional Review Board at Fairfield University.
In continuing to lead and
serve as a physician, Lawrence
believes, "To whom much has been
given, much is expected in return."

Political Correctness: Playing Peek-a-boo on College
Campuses and in the Curriculum
Christina Hennessy
Editor-in-Chief
In an effort to show the
amounts of fetuses that were
aborted in the area, an anti-abortion group at the University of Wisconsin-Madision put up 125 paper
tombstones on school grounds for
an anti-abortion rally.
Worried about the reaction
of Jewish people on campus who
came to look at the markers, Pro
Life Action League Co-President
Sheri Johanfson put crosses and
Stars of David on top of the tombstones. This action outraged a
Jewish group which accused her of
being anti-Semitic.
At another college campus, a
co-ed was also deep in battle over
freedom of speech. Graham
Firestone, a senior at the State
University of New York at Binhamton, was charged with lewd
and indecent behvior earlier this
year after he put up posters which
displayed oral sex and male and
female geitalia, among othr things
on his residence hall room door.
At Iowa State University
dorm officials ordered a stduent to
remove anti-Iraqi cartoons from
his dorm room door earlier this
year for fear it may have been
offending some of the school's
students.

These examples are part of a
rising trend on college campuses
that has been labeled political correctness. Political correctness
seems to have snuck up on the
faculty, administrators, and students on college campuses, but in
reality the concept has had a long
history. PC, as a term has been
around for nearly 100 years, as it
evolved around the turn of the
century to define social and political issues in a more egalitarian
way.
As issues involving minorities, for example, have become
more complex, so too have attempts
to define, label and respond to them
to everyone's liking. Because of
the term's left-wing beginnings,
conservatives have taken the term,
given it a negative connotation and
unleashed it on the very group
which used it against the conservatives.
Liberals had used this "correct thinking," to underscore the
ways in which symbols, language
and social orders stand to oppress
and insult segments of our population. For instance, cartoons from
the 1940s that depicted Japanese
and Chinese people as brainy and
buck-toothed. However, conservatives are now warning that this
sensitivity is actually a threat to the
freedom of speech.

The conservatives definition
of the term is one of a McCarthyism in reverse. Liberals fight back
by accusing the conservatives and
the media of labeling a movement
which incorporates many issues
and intellectual thoughts into a
single buzzword.
- The bottom line at college
campuses is the movement's affect on curriculum, leading many
to now ask has PC gone too far, and
if so, can there be a compromise?
"The expression is being used
by the right-wing to discreidt legitimate curriculum reform," said
Paul Rothen berg, a professor of
philosophy and women's studies
at William Paterson College of
New Jersey.
"The media distorted what
the issues are and it takes away
from the real issues that need to be
addressed such as racism, sexism
and class privilege, as well as others, whch are very serious social
evils. Consequently, the term misrepresents what the issues really
are," she added.
Rothenberg is also the director of the New Jersey Project, a
statewide curriculum to include
many perspectives - cultural and
ethnic - financed by the New Jersey Department of Higher Education.
This treatment of the term

echoes others feelings that it has
taken on a shadowy life of its own,
actually hiding the issues it once
meant to bring to the surface.
"(Political correctness) is real
and it isn't Casper the Friendly
Ghost," said Antonio J. Calafia, an
attorney for the legislative counsel American Civil Liberties Union, during a videoconference
sponsored by the magazine, "Black
Issues in Higher Education," shown
at Fairfield.
Searching for the truth behind the term "political correctness," is akin to participating in a
ghost hunt. As with ghosts and the
supernatural you have those people
who are believers or non-believers
of the actuality of such worlds and
those who fall in between. Like
with a specter, at one moment the
real meaning behind the concept
of PC seems right at your fingertips and at the next moment you
find the definition has changed or
that others believe the term was
made up in someone's head and
has no bearing on the movement it
is supposed to label.
Political correctness is an
elusive animal and a shadowy figue
at best. It appears to hover, however, over some of the most volatile and encompassing issues facing college campuses today, like
sensitivity and civility towards

others, multiculturalism in the
curriculum, and affirmative action.
One has to peek beneath the sheet
of this politically invented ghost to
find the real issues that are casuing
an intellectual and political upheaval at colleges and universities.
"Political correctness really
means civility, decency, and an
adherence to what is fundamentally good in American society,"
said Dr. Walter Petry, Jr., assistant
professor of history. "Political
correctness is a marvelous idea if
the definition is one of civility,
however, conservatives by
perversing the term have been able
to nip in the bud a movement, like
any other movement, that may have
some excesses."
These excesses, such as
speech codes and multicultural
requirements within the curriculum have led the media and critics
of the movement to charge PC'ers
with backing away from individual liberties and imposing a conforming order that leaves anybody
who doesn't believe fully with the
new thought to be left out in the
cold and criticized.
(Editor's note: Part 2 of this
series on Political Correctness
will appear in next week's issue of the Mirror.)
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The Scholarship Committee of the Staff Association of Fairfield University is now accepting applications for the 15th Annual
Scholarship Award. Applications are availbablc to fulllime Fairfield University juniors (Class of 1993) and may be picked up at the
following locations: School of Business. - FOB 251, Financial Aid Office - Canisius 9, Information Booth - Campus Center Lobby,
Registrar's Office - Canisius 201, Career Planning - Dolan Hall, Nyselius Library - Circulation Desk. All applications must be returned
_
'
IP ju,|y AH i" ;h>» RrEkinir\ nffirp in C»,nisiii.s 201 NO LATER THAN MARCH 10,1992.
The Second Secretary of the CUBAN MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS, Antonio Juan Guardado, will speak tonight at 7 p.m.
in Gonzaga Auditorium in a presentation
"Cuba in the United Nations."
Given global events and their direct effect
on the survival of Cuba as a socialist
state, this lecture is particularly timely.
It is sponsored by the Latin
American-Caribbean Studies Program.

Association

The first Protestant church services at the
Arrupe Campus Ministry Center will be
held on Sunday, Feb. 23 and on March 1
at 9 p.m.
There will also be an
ecumenical Bible fellowship for all
students, regardless of religion, on
Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. during Lent from
Feb. 25 through April 7.
Career Corner: Resume Workshops:
Feb. 21, 2:10 PM; Feb. 24, 3:10 PM.;
Feb. 27, 2:10 PM - all will be in the
CPC. Interview Workshops: Feb.
26. 2:10 PM in CPC. Summer Job
Search Series: Feb. 20. 2:10 PM in
CPC. What to do when you don't
know what to do: Feb.20,25, 2:10
PM; Feb. 24. 1:10 PM;-all in the
CPC. Professional Jobs : Hot Jobs
Feb. 25. 6:30 p.m in CPC.

Guest Speaker:

Q

- $5195
with student ID

One Full Month
Unlimited Use
£}
"and also
available..."
^

y

NYSE Specialist
Mr. Thomas Daley
Nursing Auditorium @ 7:30 PM

TANNING
SPECIAL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3482 Post Road • Southport

Wednesday
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The most reusable piece ofplastic on campus.
iThe AT&T Calling Card will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost
»»I2D tit 000 »?4« }

haircutting & design
creative perms
hair coloring/foiling
hair removal (waxing)
european skin care
make-up
manicures/pedicures

so

anywhere to anywhere. Once you have one, you'll never need to apply for another. It's the least expensive way

to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. □ And now you could also get 10% back on all

the long distance calls you make with your card* □ Of course when you use your Calling Card, you'll

always be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. □ So, as you see, there's

only one way to describe the AT&T Calling Card in today's college environment. Indispensable.

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 9728.
• Must make ast least $30 worth of AT&T Long Distance calls with your AT&T Card per quarter Calls covered by special AT&T
pricing plans are not included
©1992 AT&T

AT&T

255-9510
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Fairfield Faces
Edwards: Making Adjustments
Claire St. Louis
Features Editor
Fiona Edwards is one
Jersey girl who has had no problem adjusting to college life in
Connecticut. In fact, she is making
college life adjust to her.
A freshman Marketing
major from East Orange, New Jersey, Edwards enjoys dancing at
clubs, traveling, and photography.
But one wonders when she has
time to partake in these hobbies,
when her campus involvements are
so... involved.
Edwards is a member of
UMOJA, the African-American
sector of AHANA. She is also on
the Student Senate, is the Dolan
second floor RHG governor, and
belongs to Leadership, Education,
and Development (LEAD). When
she's not attending one of these
meetings or one of her classes, she
participates in a discussion group
with four other students and five
professors to talk about campus
issues.
And in her spare time,
she organizes such programs as
"Dolan Talk Back," which she cochaired with senior Tom
McGowan.
"Last semester we decided to have a panel discussion to
talk about diversity," says Edwards.
"We didn't want it to be in February, because it's Black History
Month and we didn't want to restrict the focus just to the black
students. So we decided to have it
in March, but with everything that's
been going on, I -felt that some-

thing needed to be done sooner, so
we held it on February 6."
Does Edwards feel that
the discussion was a success? Or
was it just talk?
"Yes, it was successful,"

she says of the discussion. "I've
been to a lot of AHANA events,
and at this event I saw a lot of fresh
faces, a lot of non-AHANA students."
Edwards feels that some
positive action has been taken since
the night of the Dolan panel discussion.
"Action has definitely
picked up," she states. "There was
a radio show on February 13 about
it. Before, everyone knew about
the issues but didn't talk about
them. Now the issue is being
addressed. You can hear the topic
of racism in casual conversation."
Edwards' list of accomplishments and activities reads like
the resume of an overextended
senior out to land her first job.
But Edwards has been at
Fairfield for less than one year, and
she has no intention of slowing
down.

"My goal for the next
three years here is to continue what
has been started," she says. "To
increase AHANA involvement, to
see AHANA spread throughout
campus, and to see AHANA become absorbed by the student
body."
Nor are her actions to end
racism simply something to put on
a resume. They are solid goals she
plans to carry on after she graduates.
"I plan on being a corporate attorney," she explains. "I
won't be in a position to help right
away, but I hope to do pro-bono
work."
Until then, however,
Edwards plans to help her "clients"
here at Fairfield, the students.
Through UMOJA, she aims to
increase cultural awareness on
campus.
"That's the ongoing goal
of UMOJA, from day to day, year
to year," she says.. "There's really
no other objective."
Edwards urges all students, not just AHANA students,
to help in the struggle to raise cultural awareness.
"Awareness has risen
immensely," she says. "NonAHANA help is more necessary
than AHANA help right now. We
need the non-AHANA students to
help us. The AHANA students
appreciate their help, but we can
always use* more."
That is all she asks of the
students of Fairfield. And Fiona
Edwards asks nothing less of herself.

LSD Makes a Comeback at College
(CPS) - LSD's kaleidoscope colors, shapes and designs
— as well as its darker sides — are
revealing themselves again to college students in the 1990s.
Although many thought
the controversial drug died with
the hippie culture of the 1960s,
LSD is far from gone.
"How did LSD creep out
of Bohemia into an upper-middle
class frenzy? It was advertising,"
said Daniel X. Freedman, professor of psychiatry and psychology
at UCLA, who has researched the
effects of LSD on the brain since
the late 1950s. "I saw LSD discovered 17 times in the popular press
between 1960 and 1965.... Part of
it is the allure of this odd experience. There is definitely some
renewed interest. I can tell you
that from my telephone."
Known as one of the nation's experts on the drug, Freedman said that although LSD never
went away, it is certainly back in
vogue among drug users, scientists, the media, drug counselors
and enforcement agents.
One user who asked to
remain anonymous agreed. "LSD
has definitely gone more mainstream," he said. "People are seeing the light."
At a recent national conference in San Francisco that addressed the renewed popularity of
the drug, Robert Bonner of the
Drug Enforcement Agency offered
his reason for the upsurge.
"Kids today really have
no knowledge of the adverse effects of LSD. And I'm afraid it's
been said those who don't know
history are doomed to repeat it,"
Bonner said.
Since 1938, when Dr.
Albert Hofmann synthesized ly-

sergic acid diethylamide in Switzerland, the drug has been called
everything from "God in a pill" to
the ultimate illusion of hell. Opinion toward the drug is still divided.
Social psychologist
Lloyd Johnston, principal investigator of a University of Michigan's Institute for Social Research
annual study that documents drug
use among college students, said
LSD was "one of the earliest drugs
to fall from popularity because of
concern about adverse effects such
as flashbacks, bad trips, and possible neurological and chromosomal damage. However, these were
concerns of an earlier generation."
That generation is the one
now concerned with the growing
trend of use, especially by college
students, even though the increase
in and overall use of LSD is certainly nowhere near epidemic proportions.
According to the most
recent data released by the Michigan institute, LSD use among college students has risen from 3.4
percent in 1989 to 5.1 percent in
1991, one of the few drugs with an
increase in reported use.
The percentage of all
young people who ever tried the
drug has dropped since 1975, the
year the annual study began. In
1975,11.3 percent reported trying
LSD. That figure dropped steadily
to 7.2 percent in 1986, but has
slowly rebounded since, with 8.8
percent reporting experimentation
in 1991.
The study shows that the
typical LSD users are upper-class
white males.
According to figures from
the Drug Enforcement Administration, arrests and seizures of LSD
have increased as well — 205 ar-

rests for fiscal 1991, which ended
October 1, compared with 103
arrests in fiscal 1990.
Scientists generally agree
that today's users are aware of the
effects of the drug and, as a result,
are more responsible.
According to toxicologists, LSD is much safer now because users tend to obtain LSD that
is more pure and use it in smaller
dosages than their '60s and '70s
counterparts.
Most people who trip
socially also have an experienced
user who serves as a "trip master."
That person's job is to monitor a
group's use of the drug and help
"talk down" someone on a bad trip.
One effect of the drug is a high
level of suggestibility.
In 1943, discoverer
Hofmann was the first person to
try the drug and report its unusual
effects, which include hallucinations and enhance sensory experiences often described as an array
of colors, textures and shapes.
Scientists eventually
found that LSD's molecular structure closely resembles the structure of serotonin, a brain chemical
that helps control and regulate
perception, mood, appetite, sleep,
anxiety and depression.
Chemicals in the brain,
called neurotransmitters, send information from one nerve cell to a
receptor site on the next nerve cell,
forming an electrochemical communications network in the brain.
Serving as on-and-off
switches, the different neurotransmitters affect different bodily functions.
Scientists believe that
LSD stimulates the serotonin receptors, essentially increasing the
user's sensitivity to sensory cues,
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Claire
s
Clamor
Places to park people to
y

scamy things to learn
Claire St. Louis
Features Editor
Okay now, a show of
hands: how many of you out
there have ever gotten a ticket
from Security for parking or driving illegally?
Now, of those people
(yes, keep your hands up—and
raise them nice and high), how
many of you actually paid those
tickets?
ffl
Ladies and gentlemen, I would like you to take a look at those
students among you who have their hands raised. They look foolish
on two counts. One, because they listened to me and raised their
hands, even though I can't see them. Two, they actually paid a ticket
delivered to them by Security.
My poor souls, don't you know that those tickets are meaningless? No, you can't just ignore them, especially because they will
obstruct your vision when driving if you leave them attached to your
wipers. But there are means of avoiding their payment when you are
called to account for them:
1) Say you never received a ticket. Do they have a picture
of you handling the piece of Scantron wanna-be paper? I doubt it. All
the hidden cameras on campus face Bellarmine and Canisius, so unless you've parked on the classroom steps in the Bellarmine rock
garden, they have no proof you got it.
2) Find out which Security guard leads the ticket-giving
race and say he gave you the ticket. Competition is very stiff here
at Fairfield, even among the campus boot patrol. The guys who are
losing in the quota war will gladly rip up your ticket to keep the leader
from pulling ahead in the race.
3) Tell them your parents are wealthy patrons. Bribery
has kept many a government department running, so why should the
Fairfield Security department be any different? Make a deal — in the
real justice system it's called plea bargaining. Tell the ticketing
officer that if he looks the other way on this ticket thing, your father
will buy the entire department new patrol jeeps. And mountain bikes
too, so they can catch those skateboarding punks who disappear
behind Dolan.
4) Make a paper airplane out of the ticket and give it to the
Security department. Everybody is a sucker for origami. And if
your creation is particularly funky, you may get out of receiving
tickets for the rest of your stay here. But if it's too funky, you may get
caught giving the entire staff origami lessons. It's a risk worth
considering.
5) Pay the ticket in Dunkin Donuts coupons. They're
having a special on coffee and bagels this month, so you will probably
get off cheap. The guys over at Security are particularly fond of the
Munchkins — I think they like the power trip they get over being able
to stuff an entire donut down their throats.
These tricks are guaranteed to get you off the hook with your
ticket without getting you arrested. But come to think of it, I don't
think they have a jail cell on campus, so you could try a sixth option:
passive resistance.
Let me know how it goes. I'm off to the donut shop now. How
many donuts should it take to pay off a ticket for parking in Al Kelley' s
personal townhouse spot, knocking down his "Thou Shalt Not Park
Here" sign, and launching that sign through his kitchen window? I'm
going to need a student loan for this one.
such as colors, textures and designs, while at the same time decreasing the user's ability to evaluate them.
"The drug would change
your perception so that everyday
drab reality is far less important
than the 'TV in the head' that
captures your attention in a psychedelic way," Freedman said.
Freedman said that LSD
does not create an effect that isn't
already present in the brain. "You
can only have a trip that's already
in your head," he said.
Because the drug enhances the mental state of the user,
the ensuing trip is largely determined by a person's state of mind
when the drug is ingested.
"People ask scientists,
'Please, tell us something awful
(about LSD) so we can tell our kids
to stop fooling around with the
drug,' but we can't," Freedman
said. "There is no objective evidence that LSD causes physical
damage to the brain."
What is known, though,
is that some people experience the
effects of the drug days, even years,

after use, a phenomenon called
flashbacks. Although the drug is
believed to be safe for well-adjusted users in comfortable settings, scientists say they are not
advocating recreational use.
"There is no contribution
to the greater good, and for some
people, it's bad," Freedman said.
"It's hard to imagine a trip and be
certain it will be successfully endured."
Freedman said "most
want to change their psychic skin
and enhance new visions, new
learning and new beliefs."
Scientists generally agree
that the people who have bad trips
are those suffering from personal
problems or those who take the
drug in an uncomfortable setting.
They believe that the people who
go berserk or try to commit suicide
after taking LSD suffer from some
form of mental illness.
Although some have
suggested that the drug is dangerous because it is addictive psychologically, scientists have found the
opposite to be true. Continuous
use actually builds tolerance.
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Students
and
Residents
Clash
at
Fairfield
Beach
WillF.U. students be able to keep their heads above water or will they drown in controversy?
Matthew Kistenmacher
Contributing Writer
The continuing debate surrounding the situation at the beach
is certainly a three way tug of war
between town pressure, student
behavior, and university mediation.
Each side seems to be pushing and pulling the common ground
out of the picture. But the problems surrounding student residents
have been well documented.
This year, it was determined
that there would be no junior lottery for beach positions, and the
number of students living there
next year dropped from 400 to 350.
It is a common belief, among students both on and off campus, that
the overall lack of responsibility
displayed by students currently
residing at the beach is the major
reason for the reduction.

the student body.
Next year's FUSA President,
Steve Shannon, is someone who
will definitely monitor this situation.
"In the short term, students
have the right to be upset because
they came here thinking that for
their junior year they would be
living down at the beach if they
want to, and that's not the case
anymore," Shannon has said.
"In the long run, it's going to
help because we're going to have a
degree from a school that is going
to become most selective as compared to highly selective," he continues.
The application rate for the
country's universities is declining,
leaving institutions with two
choices. They are forced to lower
admission qualifications to fill open
spots, or they must take the financial losses with less students.

rise above schools that are on even
par with us right now, like the Holy
Crosses and Boston Colleges,
because we're not lowering our

The actions taken by the University are
not heading toward extinction, despite
town objections, and will actually end
up helping the student body.
It is also assumed that this is
the first step to the eventual extinction of all students there in the
future.
However, both are contrived
myths. The actions taken by the
University are not heading toward
extinction, despite town objections,
and will actually end up helping

Fairfield finds itself in a
unique situation. Instead of following suit with other schools, they
can simply reduce the number of
off-campus borders with beach
status.
According to Shannon, "We
don't have the numbers applying
to Fairfield. We're going to start to

Dean of Students. "It's just a
question of the students responding to what we're asking them to
do and What the town is asking

photo: File
standards like they've done to fill
in the numbers, which is great."
The administration regards
the beach as a positive aspect of
Fairfield— both a recruiting device and a means of housing students— and they have no plans to
eliminate its present use.
However, as the administration defends its involvement with
the beach to the town, they must
still address student responsibility.
The beach has become just
as much of an asset as it is a blemish to the school.
"We've done all we can to
share our goodwill in this matter,"
said Rev. Lawrence CKNeil, SJ,

them to do."
This, of course, is a hint for
students to behave.
As students at the beach cause
more problems and friction between the town and the University,
it may be harder for the administration to defend its claims.
Fr. O'Neil correctly believes
that the students must understand
that they are living in a residential
area and that the laws of the community in which they live must be
respected,
"There are many students
living at the beach who are respecting the rights of their neighbors, but there are some down there
who are giving the school a bad

name by their behavior," he said.
FUSA provides a voice for
students in this matter. Under
President Brian Hayes, many attempts to improve the situation
have been implemented, including
more campus programming and
offering students further options
than simply going to the
townhouses or the beach. A
Community Relations position was
also created in FUSA to work
closely with FUBA.
Finally, Hayes wrote a letter
to the Fairfield Citizen, which
opened a direct line of communication between town residents and
FUSA.
"The problem is never going
to end because most of the people
down there aren't going to be happy
until all of the students are away,"
he wrote.
At this point in time, the
University has backed the existence of beach living for students.
FUSA is adding to this by taking a
more direct route in tackling town
relations.
It would seem that the rest is
up to the students themselves. It
depends on just how much they
want to continue living at the
beach.
Responsibility and respect
are the best ways to create more
pleasant relations with the school
and town. And this can only help
guarantee that more students will
be able to live off campus in the
future, when the economy and
admissions rise again.
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by Kevin Guterl

Do the programs I events at the Quick Center cater to the students, the town, or the patrons?

Michael McTigue '94 - "I think
publicity is the problem with the
Quick Center. Events go on at the
Quick Center but not enough students know about them. That's
why it seems to be geared toward
the town."

Susan Belanger '93 - "The Quick
Center, with its wide variety of
programming, I think has a little of
something for everyone. However, the publicizing of events
needs to be more dynamic — increased availability of tickets for
students would also help."

Keith Walsh '92 - "The Quick
Center incorporates many different activities and cultural events
into its programming. To say
whether this programming is
geared toward any one group is
somewhat irrelevant as it is each
person's individual decision to attend such events."

Melissa Cody '93 - "I believe that
the programing is geared toward
everybody, but the publicity for
the students is very poor. There
are a variety of events planned
throughout the year, but most students are not even aware of them."

James Kennedy '93 - "I believe
the Quick Center does provide a
wide variety of programming.
However, student access is limited
because tickets are usually just
available at the Quick Center.
Increased ticket sales at the Campus Center and more publicity
would help."

Claire-Voyance
Is that a butcher knife in your hand, or are you just happy to see me?
Claire St. Louis
Features Editor
Dear Claire:
I find myself trapped in a
precarious situation. I recently
broke up with my girlfriend, and,
well, let's just say she's not taking
the separation too well. In the past
two weeks she has made harassing
phone calls, sent threatening letters, and lodged several hand tools
in my front door. I am a little
nervous about how far she is going
to take this obsessiveness thing,
and I really don't feel up to killing
her to end it. Please advise.
— No Michael Douglas Wanna-be

you do to tick her off so badly? I
mean, when you broke up with her,
did you use the line, "I think we
should stop seeing each other," or
did you phrase it more like, "Get
out of my sight, Satan"? It's all in
your word choice.
Now, if you can honestly
say you did nothing to prompt such
an aggressive response to your
rejection of her affection, you've
got a problem.
"Hell hath no fury like a
woman scorned," they say, and
this scorned chick seems eager to
put you in Hell to conduct a comparative study. No,thisisn'tacase
of fatal attraction. She's not trying
to win you back; she's trying to
eradicate you from the face of this
earth.
Try to talk to her. The use

of reason has worked in the past,
although it only got Peter Brady
punched when he tried to stick up
for his baby sister Cindy against
the grammar school bully. But this
is real life, not The Brady Bunch,
and this is no longer a world of
Davy Jones wishes and polyester
dreams.
If reasoning with her fails,
then maybe you should consider a
hit man. It's the latest thing in
relationship therapy, and you can
wash your hands of the whole affair once your patsy gets sent up
the river.
But I would stay away from
the bathtub for a few days. You
never know when a presumed-dead
blonde is going to pop up waving a
knife in greeting.
— Claire

The Bellarmine Gargoyle

photo: K. Guterl

The People With AIDS Coalition
Mission Statement

People With AIDS CoalitionlConnecicut, Inc.
We are people with Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
(AIDS), AIDS-Related Complex (ARC) and Asymptomatic HIV Disease, collectively referred to as People With AIDS (PWAs). The People
DearNoM.D.:
With AIDS Coalition/Connecticut is a statewide coalition and a
Before she boils your
member of the National Association of People With AIDS (NAPWA).
bunny, ask yourself this: what did
We can, and will, speak for ourselves and
advocate for our own causes and concerns. As
people living with HIV Disease, we have a
unique and essential contribution to make to
the dialogue surrounding the disease. We will
actively participate with full and equal credibility to help shape the perceptions and realities encompassing this disease. We will actively advocate for research and education
that will enhance and prolong our lives. We
charge the government and private agencies
to find a cure, as well as a viable vaccine.
We have the right to be treated with
respect, dignity, compassion and understanding. We have the right to lead fulfilling and
productive lives—to live and die with dignity
and compassion. We are not victims! We will
not be victimized!
The People With AIDS Coalition/
Connecticut (PWAC/CT) assists people at
all stages of the spectrum of HIV Disease regardless of race, creed, color, ethnicity, gender, age or sexual orientation. We are born of,
and inextricably bound to, the historical
struggle for rights — civil, disability, human,
<^,tA,
gay and lesbian. We will not be denied our
rights!
The People With AIDS Coalition/
Connecticut, in conjunction with the National
Association of People With AIDS (NAPWA),
will, in view of this Mission Statement, enA set of free samples is waiting for you—at no charge whatever.
deavor to:
1) Act as a referral and information
resource for people with HI V Disease, to keep
Here's your chance to educate your skin—without laying out
constant the flow of information and news
a penny. Just bring a copy of this ad to the Clinique counter...
regarding drugs, treatments and experimental
have a fast, free skin analysis on the famous Clinique Computer...
protocols and their availability.
2) Act as advocates for all people
and a 3-step, 3-product starter set is yours as long as supplies last
with HIV Disease who seek our services to
ensure speedy response to their needs by existing care and service organizations and to
insure the protection of their individual rights.
As the People With AIDS Coalition/Connecticut, we will work with and
alongside existing care and service organizaAllergy Tested
Available at G. Fox/Trumbull Shopping Park, Trumbull. 100% Fragrance Free
tions by encouraging and inspiring them to
reach the highest level of responsible care and
service possible.

Here's Your Chance
To Educate
Your Skin...
A Tuition
. Ik is Free.
$%m<

G.FOX

Editorial/Commentary
The Fairfield Mirror
A Golden Treasure
Letters to the Editor
for Fairfield's Future Resident advisor responds to continuing campus bias.
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As the Class of '92 faces the looming prospect of graduation, which is roughly three months away, the members of the
golden anniversary class are being asked to pledge money to the
Senior Giving Program.
A goal of $92,000 has been established for the class to
reach by its fifth year reunion.
Just another demand for money by the University?
Yes, it is. But, the demand allows the Senior Class to put
their money where their mouth is and fund those programs that we
have talked most about or wanted to see gain support and funding during our four years.
Have you consistently not been able to find that needed
journal for that major paper from the Nyselius Library? Well, you
can now make a pledge that will enable the library to purchase that
journal.
While that pledge won't necessarily help you now, you are
ensuring that another student will be able to use the resources of
the library, and in addition, you will be helping to build the
reputation of Fairfield's library.
Have you been disappointed with the equipment at the
RecPlex? Then donate a pledge specifying you want it to be used
for new basketballs, racquetballs, or racquets.
What is the merit of such contributions?
You are supporting the future of this institution through
your dollars, and while this may seem unselfish, the payback is a
degree from a strong school that has built up an excellent
academic reputation and a high level of competition within the
country.
With the pool of college applicants shrinking and a tight
economy, Fairfield must look towards alumni generosity and
other sources to keep tuition from going sky-high.
It is doubtful that the Class of '92 would be looking
forward to job interviews and post-graduate school interviews if
people said they had never heard of Fairfield University and were
unsure of how well the school prepares students for job and postgraduate education.
Luckily, that isn't the case because of the support other
classes and benefactors have contributed to the University. For
that, we should only want to join in the Senior Giving Program
willingly.
If 38% of the class pledges over the next five years, the
goal will have been reached. This is an opportunity to give
something back to the University that has given us an opportunity
to enrich our minds, find our careers, play with varsity, club and
intramural sports, make friends, meet famous people, listen to
leaders in many fields, volunteer in various service projects,
confront the frustrations and inequalities of society and given us
a degree, hopefully. With our gift, these opportunities will be
there for the classes that follow in our footsteps.
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To the editor:
As a resident advisor here
on campus, I would like to respond
to the acts of prejudice that have
occurred on campus recently. It is
obvious to me that certain members of the Fairfield community
are not using the benefits of the
education they think they are receiving here.
I always thought the purpose of education was to be able to
cast aside any previous misconceptions and to think for oneself. It
seems that those who have taken
part in the events of the past few
weeks have proved that not everyone is taking advantage of their
Fairfield education.

It should not matter what
your religious backgrounds are.
You should be able to live with and
love others in the way that Jesus
Christ taught us all. He lived among
women, tax collectors, and the
poor— all minorities who were
discriminated against at his time.
He taught us to love our
neighbor, which includes everybody that we encounter. Everybody. It seems that we should all
be able to learn from Christ's example, and try to accept others for
who they are, and love them like
brothers and sisters. This is something that we have the opportunity
to do every moment of our lives,
yet it appears that some of us are
not even trying.

Before any other incidents
occur, let's put aside our prejudices and look at the situation
from a Christian viewpoint. Let's
try to remember that Jesus did not
see others as black or white, male
or female, homosexual or heterosexual. He saw us all as human
beings.
I urge everyone at Fairfield
to sit down and think about the
preconceived ideas in your minds
and then to forget about them,
because we do not need them in
order to live with others. All we
need is to remember that we are all
human.
Ara Maranian
RA, Claver Hall

Students "boo" letters against misunderstood statement.
To the editor:
In the previous two issues of
The Mirror, there have been Letters to the Editor addressing specific statements contained in the
Cheers and Boos section three
weeks ago.
These statements, "boos to
women" and "cheers to men who
put up with the women" have
clearly been misinterpreted. As
their authors, we would like to enlighten those individuals who have
misunderstood our statements to
the true meaning behind them.
The Cheers and Boos section is reserved for references to
occurrences across campus the
previous week, and should be

understood as just that.
Last week, for example,
"freshman guys with attitudes"
were booed in the column. This
comment expressed a personal
response to an incident involving
certain persons. Its intent was not
to offend "freshman guys" around
the world.
As intelligent readers, we
must take such statements for what
they say and not create false premises.
"Boos to women" and
"cheers to men who put up with the
women" presented our reference
to a previous week's occurrence.
The particular parties involved,
both male and female, are aware of
these statements and found them

humorous. They too do not comprehend the misguided views of
Ms. O'Shea and Ms. Flietas.
To label these expressions a
"nasty bit of blatant sexism" is
simply fueling a fire that simply
doesn't exist.
We, however, are aware that
some people will disregard this
explanation and continue to believe their incorrect views. For
this reason, we have requested that
The Mirror withhold our names
so that we will not be falsely labeled 'discriminatory' by these
naive few.
Boos to people who jump to
conclusions.
Names Withheld

Student Coalition for Haitian Refugees seeks support.
To the editor:
Due to the September 30 coup
which deposed of the country's
democratically-elected president,
Jean-Bertrand Aristide, Haitians by
the thousands have been fleeing
their country.
Packed hundreds to a boat,
they sail north in the hope of making
it to the United States. These people
are fleeing from a military government and are seeking political
asylum in the United States.

On January 31, a Supreme
Court decision was made that will
allow the U.S. to ship more than
10,000 Haitian refugees back to
Haiti. Congress is now debating a
bill that would give these refugees
temporary asylum in the U.S. until
a democratically-elected government is restored in Haiti.
The Student Coalition for
Haitian Refugees is in favor of this
bill, and has implemented a letterwriting campaign in the hope of
seeing it passed. A phone is being

made available in the Arrupe
Campus Ministry Center to anyone who wishes to get in touch
with senators and congresspersons
and voice their opinion.
We are asking for support
from the campus community in
our efforts to help our Haitian
brothers and sisters.
Mike Bonelli '92, Joseph
Conti '92, Susan Jacavanco '93,
Collen Leavitt '92, Alison O'Shea
'93, Douglas Perlitz '92

Family 'killed' by drunk driving death of daughter.
To the editor:
The following letter appeared in a recent syndication of
Ann Landers' advice column. The
Mirror has agreed to republish the
letter by request.
This letter is for anyone who
has ever gotten behind the wheel
of a car while "a little bit tipsy." I
want them to know the agony they
could cause and the lives they could
ruin. Two months ago, our daughter was killed by a drunk driver.
She was 20 years old and engaged
to be married. First came the call
that there had been an accident
near our home. The neighbors
knew it was our daughter. Then
the misery of waiting for the rescue people to get her out of the car.
Next the long ride to the
hospital, only to be told when we
got there that she was dead. Finally, sitting in that sterile room
with her broken, lifeless body and
trying to accept the fact that she
was really gone. There was still
that awful task of calling her fiance halfway around the world to
tell him that his soon-to-be bride
had been killed by a drunk driver.
Trying to decide what your
child will wear at her own funeral

is a nightmare. Did you make the
right choice? Was the music what
she would have wanted? There are
so many things to be done: See a
lawyer about her life insurance.
Close her checking account. Collect her last paychecks. Make sure
all of the medical bills are paid.
Select the headstone.
So how do you go on with
your life? You don't care if there
is ever another meal cooked, another load of laundry done, or if the
house is ever cleaned again. You
become the walking dead. You
have no appetite and no interest in
life, but you go on because there is
another child who needs you.
My husband and I joined a
support group, but I don't believe
people who attend those meetings
have any idea what I am going
through. It is as if no one on earth
has ever experienced what has
happened to me. I know this is not
true. Everyone there has lost a
child to death, but this irrational
feeling persists.
My husband and I have
stopped talking about it because he
can't stand to see me cry. Everything that is said now gets on
someone's nerves. Friends have
stopped calling and dropping by.

We feel abandoned and hurt. You
wonder why life seems to go on for
everyone else. Why are their lives
so good and ours so terrible? You
are angry. You can't stand being
alone. Youcan'tbeartohearpeople
laugh, but you leave the television
on all the time for the noise.
When will lawmakers make
drunk drivers pay for their crime?
Why do they get away with "legal
murder"? Lawmakers need to enact
stricter laws, and judges must get a
lot tougher. Let's get lawmakers
to attach a condition to DWI fines
that will make drunk drivers spend
a day in a hospital emergency room
or, better yet, in a funeral home to
see the misery they cause.
As long as drunk drivers are
not held responsible, they will
continue to kill innocent people
and get away with it. What they
spend on beer and liquor in only a
few weeks could pay for their insurance. It should be mandatory in
every state. The night the wreck
happened, our child lost her life.
But that drunk driver really killed
a family of four.
Sad Mother
from a small town
in Arkansas
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The media, keeping Clinton's
Flowers out of the sunlight
If only we had extracurricular activities like this at Fairfield.
Mark A. Sarro
Commentary Editor
Just when it seemed things
couldn't get any worse for Democrats than photos of Gary Hart sitting on Donna Rice's lap, or videotape of Michael Dukakis riding
around (scared to death) in a tank,
enter Bill Clinton.
Two days after the New
Hampshire primary, as Republicans thank the Democratic party
for showing more incompetence
and stupidity than any of us knew
they had in them, many Democrats
are blaming their now-tarnished
golden boy for the party's presidential problems.
But the former front-runner's draft dodging days aside, his
alleged twelve year affair with
Gennifer Flowers (That' s Gennifer
with a G.) should come as no surprise to Democrats, few of whom
seem to be able to keep their marriage vows, and even fewer of
whom seem to be able to keep their
amorous adventures off the front
pages.
What is strikingly new,
however, is the unprecedented discovery of a conscience on the part
of liberal Democrats and their
friends in the media who have

begun to back-off from Clinton's
charades and are now busy trying
to convince the rest of us that Miss
Flowers' charges should not affect
Mr. Clinton's campaign.
But just a few months ago,
the very same people where whining night after night on the evening
news about how important Anita
Hill's charges of sexual harassment against Clarence Thomas
were, because they called his
"character" (and therefore his suitability to sit on the nation's highest
court) into question.
Why does the term double
standard suddenly come to mind?
After all, the presidency is
no less important a position than
Supreme Court Justice, and Miss
Rowers' story is actually substan-

tiated (which is more than anyone
can say for Anita Hill's testimony
before the Senate Judiciary Committee).
So what has brought on
liberalism's latest religious conversion?
Maybe liberals just don't
like Gennifer Flowers as much as
they liked Anita Hill. You've got
to admit, Hill was a much more
dramatic figure— a successful
black woman, a graduate of Yale
law school, an admitted (though
unproven) Reagan Republican, and
an all-together credible character
witness.
Flowers, on the other hand,
is everything else. She is a (not so
successful) cabaret singer, and a
tattle-tale political mistress whose
fake nail tips and Tennessee twang
have made her a much more unlikely object of liberal infatuation
than Hill, and whose bleach-blonde
hair has left her with black roots
even Fr. Kelley couldn't possibly
envy.
As Lloyd Bentsen might put
it, Miss Flowers is no Anita Hill.
But the contrasting imagery
surrounding Anita Hill and Gennifer Flowers doesn't change the
fact that little things like sexual
harassment and marital infidelity,

whether on the part of a political
appointee or a presidential candidate, deserve our attention because
they offer us a measure of the men
running our government.
Liberals in the media and
Democratic party realize this, but
they also realize that Bill Clinton is
most likely their last (faint) glimmer of presidential hope. So
they've quite conveniently shifted
their values to suit their political
purpose— something with which
we at Fairfield are not entirely
unfamiliar.
But the truth is that the
media was right to report Miss
Flowers' charges against Clinton
last month, and it is wrong to now
indulge in a feeding frenzy of insincere self-criticism in order to
avoid sending Bill Clinton the way
of Gary Hart (as he clearly deserves to go) and to save Democrats from nominating another
Greek politician from Massachusetts to lose to George Bush in
November.
Even in the face of this
hypocrisy, however, President
Bush and the Republican party can
take heart (by taking Hart). True,
Gennifer Flowers might not be a
graduate of Yale law school, but
then again neither was Donna Rice.

Campus intolerance and the ignorance
of the twenty-something generation
Robert Lukefahr
Phaedra Walker
Collegiate Times
On October 28, a conservative radio host scheduled to appear
at a "Pro-American Rally" hosted
by students at the University of
Wisconsin at Milwaukee, was confronted by a mob of student protesters determined to prevent his
talk. They succeeded.
Armed with whistles and
signs, the estimated one hundred
protesters screamed, chanted, blew
their whistles, and threw coins, ice
and other objects at guests. Fearing further violence, the speakers
left.
Unfortunately, this was not
an isolated incident. Unpopular
speakers have been shouted down
or chased from campus at more
than a dozen top-flight schools
during the past few years. In addition, over the last four years, conservative student newspapers have
been stolen or destroyed at more
than fifteen of the nation's top
twenty-five universities.
These and other examples of
campus intolerance have sparked a
national debate over "political
correctness" and have led Time
magazine writer Nancy Gibbs to
conclude that "nowhere is the First
Amendment more imperiled than
on college campuses."
How did things get this way?
After all, less than a generation ago
college students were demanding
more freedom of speech. The
simple answer is "ignorance."
College students no longer understand the historical and philosophical basis of our constitutional protections.
A 1989 survey conducted for
the National Endowment for the

Humanities reported that less than
one-half of the 700 college seniors
it surveyed could correctly identify the purpose of The Federalist
Papers, and more than one-third
confused the words of Constitution
of the Soviet Union with those of
the American Constitution. As
the NEH report noted, students'
understanding of the Constitution
is "superficial."
But instead of instituting a
more rigorous program in the
fundamentals of American political philosophy, most colleges and
universities have allowed the
emasculation of their core requirements. Another NEH survey found
that a full seventy-eight percent of

heartfelt desire to create a more
amenable environment for minority students, and the ironic notion
that "intolerance" can be eliminated by refusing to tolerate unpopular speech.
But, as President Bush said
at the University of Michigan in
May, "What began as a crusade
for civility has soured into a cause
of conflict and even censorship."
If the students of this generation were at all familiar with
history, they would know that
censoring ideas, even in the name
of sensitivity, only serves to make
those who hold them more radical
and more determined. But absent
some understanding of political

College students no longer understand
the historical and philosophical basis
of our constitutional protections.
colleges and universities no longer
require their students to take a
course in the history of Western
civilization, and a staggering
thirty-eight percent require no
history at all.
When this diluted college
curriculum is coupled with the
frightful ignorance of high school
graduates, the results are a predictable failure to grasp or appreciate the basic protections offered
by the Bill of Rights. Thus, to
someone like Canetta Ivy, of the
Council of Student Presidents, it
seemed completely reasonable to
say to a reporter for The New York
Times in 1989, "we don't put as
many restrictions on freedom of
speech as we should."
Ms. Ivy, and those who share
her views, are bolstered by their

philosophy and history, young
people find it difficult to argue
forcefully for the abstract notion
of freedom.
Beyond the considerable
gaps in the formal curriculum, the
informal pedagogy of examplehow professors and administrators act when confronted by challenges to free speech— further undermines the generation's respect
for civil liberties.
Many colleges contribute to
the campus intolerance by adopting speech-restricting codes.
According to the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching, such codes have been
enforced or drafted on almost
seventy percent of the nation's
campuses. As Harvard Law
School Professor Alan Dershow-

itz recently explained, American
colleges are "tolerating and teaching intolerance and hypocrisy."
Another example of this
repressive pedagogy was evident
last month in the University of
Wisconsin System. In a perverse
affirmation of its commitment to
"tolerance" over freedom, the state
system is considering an appeal of
the recent U.S. District Court decision which ruled UW's restrictive speech code unconstitutional.
After the decision, James E.
Sulton, special assistant to UWsystem president, told the Chronicle ofHigher Education, "Everyone seems more concerned about
the theoretical abridgement of First
Amendment rights than about the
real abridgement of rights based
on racial harassment." Apparently,
Mr. Sulton believes that violations
of the First Amendment protections are not terribly "real."
The ignorance being fostered
in the twenty-something generation represents the greatest internal challenge to the nation's liberties since the American Tories
aided the forces of King George.
These students who would gladly
circumscribe speech on campus
today, will be the journalists, congressmen, and judges charged with
defending this right in the next
century.
It is time the twenty-something generation take up the challenge John Adams issued in 1765:
"Let us dare to read, think, speak,
and write...let every sluice of
knowledge be opened and set aflowing." It is also time the nation's educators cast aside their
own doubts about the American
constitutional tradition and begin
a program of remedial education
in the basics of liberty.

STUDENTS
SHOULD
SUPPORT
VICTIMS
OF SEXISM
Stacy Snider
Contributing Writer
Approximately a month
ago, Michelle Napoli became a
victim at this university. I am not
speaking of the actions of a particular individual which caused her
to write a Letter to the Editor published in the January 30 issue of
this paper. I am speaking of the
reactions of people surrounding
Ms. Napoli.
When she originally came
forward to write the letter, Napoli
received little support from any of
her friends. They simply said that
she should realize there would be
"repercussions" if the letter were
to be published. I think she knew
that. And I believe she found out
for herself, the hard way.
But Napoli's letter was not
primarily about a specific incident
that happened to her. She wrote
that many "Sunday mornings I have
gotten together with my friends to
discuss the evening's activities only
to be shocked at the stories." She
knew that her case was not the first
episode of harassment or assault
on this campus.
That was the point of her
letter. It was not to point the finger
at any one individual. Her story
was her frame of reference.
Last week, two letters of
reply were published in The Mirror, one written by a professor and
a member of the Women's Resource Community, the other by a
student. I was both shocked and
dismayed at the attitude of the
student's letter.
Mary Ann Genovese proved
that she had missed the entire point
of Napoli's letter. She claims that
Napoli simply dismissed the incident as "a general attitude toward
women at Fairfield." But Napoli
did not "dismiss" the incident at all
or I'm sure she would not have
found it necessary to write her letter to The Mirror in the first place.
There is another major problem at this school which, too, is
being overlooked: jumping to
conclusions. There is much more
to this case than meets the eye, and
Genovese passed judgment on
something she thinks she saw, yet
which she knows nothing about.
She took Napoli's letter and the incident about which it was written
out of context.
But before anyone jumps to
any conclusions, all aspects of the
incident should be investigated.
Judging an action by what you
think you saw show's a lack of
responsibility. Genovese focused
her attention on a particular incident, and as I have stated already,
this was not Napoli's point.
Unfortunately, Michelle
Napoli has discovered a prevailing
attitude among many (but not all)
of the male students at this school,
including the male in question. She
felt it necessary to discuss this
incident openly, and was willing to
risk her acceptance in "the group.".
I thank her for that, because
there are too many incidents like
the one Michelle Napoli experienced that go unnoticed, unreported, and unsupported. I hope
you will discover, Michelle, that
there are a lot more people supporting you than you realize.
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The reason for the recession
A.J. Mancini
Staff Writer
Times are tough. Let no one
tell you anything else. Jobs are
still scarce; businesses and banks
are still failing; and life goes on.
I'm no economist, but I have a
funny feeling that in the 1990s
we've been feeling the crunch of
the surpluses we treated ourselves
to during the 1980s, paid for by
(what else but) the plastic money
we call "god."
Yes, after many years of buying on time, it has finally become
time to pay. And as should have
been expected, many people have
found it difficult. For too long, it
was too easy to get credit so that no
one thought twice about getting
whatever they wanted and "putting it on the card." No one cared
about when the bills would come
due, since they could pay one credit
card bill with another card.
A vicious cycle, of course.
But, more importantly, a trap that
many people fell into.
Then came time to pay, and

there was no cash. Hence, a recession. Where did the problem start?
Is it the public's fault? No, I don't
think so. What rational person
wouldn't buy everything if they
were told they could? This is
exactly what plastic money allowed
us to do during the 1980s, and we
did it. No surprise there.
If you ask me, the banks have
fallen prey to their own mistakes.
Take my favorite example—
me. At the tender age of seventeen, rarely a day passed when I
didn't receive an offer for a preapproved Visa or MasterCard.
Fresh out of high school, no credit
history, a tax write-off for my
parents, working part time. But,
for some reason, I was prime bait.
So, I filled out a few forms,
penned my signature a few times,
and suddenly I had thousands of
dollars of available credit to my
name. Of course, I was not the
only one. It happened to many
before me, and many afterward.
But is it wise to extend a teenager so much credit? I don't think
so— although, for some odd rea-
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son, the banks did. They were also
willing to give credit to people
who may not have been able to pay
the bills. In short, they gave credit
to everybody, and everybody
bought. Unfortunately, a few
people were not able to pay back.
That's where the problem began.
So, we have had times of surplus, buying with money that didn't
exist. Now.wemustsufferthrough
a few bad years. Hopefully, it will
not last much longer. Recessions
are no fun. But through all this, I
hope society as a whole realizes
what has been a major contributing factor to the problem, so it
won't happen again.
But maybe that's asking too
much. Society will probably never
change. We never have enough.
This is, always
has been, and
always will be
our downfall.
Money, money,
"If you make things idiot-proof, you'll raise a nation of idiots."
money. It's about
-Bill Duesing, environmental artist, on modern society in a lecture last week.
time this world
put its faith in
something else.
"If we keep making such a big deal out of it, it's just going to keep happening"
-a student, on the publicity surrounding recurring incidents of bias on campus.

Quoted This Week
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"Ronald Reagan and George Bush gave us the politics of nostalgia, and we lived the
good life at our children and grandchildren's expense."
-Bill Clinton, Democratic presidential candidate, at a CNN-sponsored debate
between the Democratic candidates before Tuesday's New Hampshire primary.
"I hope if I decide to come back, you won't mind if we do this again."
-Earvin "Magic" Johnson, NBA all-star, raising questions about whether or not
theformer Los Angeles Laker will return to the team, which retired his jersey on Sunday.
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We Don't Go to the American Realists Celebrated in
Movies Anymore
Haunting New Quick Exhibit
The Fairfield Mirror

Patrick McCarthy
Arts and Entertainment
Editor
It seems that the term
"moviegoing public" is fast becoming an ironic one: VCRs are
pulling people out of movie theaters and planting them home on
the couch. Even George Lucas,
the man behind six of the ten most
lucrative films of all time, is
gloomy about the future of the
movie business.
"The VCR industry has changed things dramatically," he said in
a recent interview with the New York Times. "Why would somebody
want to go to the movies now and spend twenty or thirty bucks with
the family, when they can wait two months and rent the same movie
for two bucks?"
Lucas' view is one that has been echoed throughout Hollywood.
The studios are worried: people are no longer flocking to the movies.
A 1992 poll conducted by the American Communications Group
revealed that seventy-five percent of the 1,000 families polled watched
movies twice or more a month at home, while only thirty percent of
that audience watched the same number of films at their local moviehouse.
Ten years ago, Rita Muccino, a mother of three from New Rochelle, NY, went to the movies once a week. But times have changed.
She has had three children since her moviegoing days, and has
become more cost-conscious in these recessionary times.
"Going to the movies isn't cheap anymore," she says. "Tickets
are around seven dollars for adults, and four for children. Snacks for
an average-sized family can easily run twenty dollars. And if my
husband and I go out on our own to the movies - and we almost never
do - you have to throw in the cost of a babysitter."
Add to the economic benefits that renting a movie offers, the
increased comfort that it affords. The quixotic escape that a dark
theater provides is riddled with tiny pitfalls. Even the most devoted
film fan might reel off a list of pet peeves about their local theater:
sticky floors, long lines, sitting behind chatterers and make-out artists.
"You can't get your feet massaged in a movie theater," Rita
adds. "At home, after the kids are asleep, I can stretch out on the couch
and watch a movie with my husband while he rubs my tired feet."
Video stores, ever-conscious of the appeal of home viewing, are
providing further incentive to keep the film buff at home. Blockbuster
Video, the largest video chain in the country in the country leads the
pack in this area. Whereas most stores lend out their movies for only
one night, Blockbuster loans out their films for the price of $3.50
(older, less popular movies are only $2.50).
"First off, we have a tremendous selection - over 11,000 movies in stock," says Bob Roy, the manager of a Fairfield, Ct. Blockbuster Video store. "We also have a selection of benefits for frequent
renters. Right now, the person who rents three films at once gets a free
Domino's Pizza coupon book worth $15.00. There's also an early
return card which offers free rentals if movies are returned earlier than
they are due back."
Blockbuster's strategy: appealing to the needs of a frugal audience, seems to be working. The penny-pinching that is so prized in
these tough times is something that is not characteristic of cinemas.
With the exception of the age-old matinee special price, theaters
rarely offer patrons any special deals. And that's hurting business.
James Martin, who has been in the theater-management business for thirty years, and currently managers a triplex in Bronxville,
NY, has never seen such low attendance at his theater. Even the
success of Steven Spielberg's Hook, which enjoyed an excellent run
in Bronxville, did not serve to brighten his dour disposition.
"Families still come out to see the blockbusters," he acknowledges. "But it's the little movies that get lost in the shuffle."
In fact, the film that brought in the least money in Bronxville all
year was one of James' favorites', Rambling Rose, Martha Coolidge's sensitive Southern comedy-drama.
"That's the kind of movie they used to make in the old days,"
James says. "But the old days are gone."
That's a point that James, a 55 year-old theater manager, and
George Lucas, a billionaire Hollywood producer/director, can certainly agree upon.
Coming Attractions - The nominations for the 64th Annual
Academy Awards are due out this week from the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences. If last year's winners (Whoopi Goldberg of
Ghost over Lorraine Bracco of Goodfellas, Dances With Wolves
over Goodfellas for Best Picture and somehow, Kevin Costner over
Martin Scorsese for Best Director — I'm still recovering from that
one), this year's Oscars will celebrate popularity over excellence
again.
Here's a quick list of performances that hopefully won't get
looked over this year:
Jeff Bridges, for The Fisher King, his best performance ever
Laura Dern, for Rambling Rose, the best performance given by
any actress this year.
Juliette Lewis and Robert DeNiro for Cape Fear.
Geena Davis for Thelma and Louise.
There'll be a full report on the nominees next week!

PR - The Walsh Gallery at
Fairfield University will feature
major 20th century artists in the
American Realist tradition when it
presents "Human Conditions," an
exhibit in conjunction with the
Midtown Payson Galleries of New
York City. The exhibition at the
gallery, located in the Regina A.
Quick Center for the Arts, opened
with a reception on Friday, February 7, .and continues through
March 11 with viewings on Tuesdays through Saturdays from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Dr. Philip Eliasoph, director of the Walsh Art Gallery,
commented, "It would be impossible to imagine a history of American art in the 20th century without
the contributions of the figurative
artists in this exhibit: Isabel Bishop,
Paul Cadmus, Arthur B. Davies,
Reginald Marsh and John Sloan.
They expanded the interpretation
of the human experience by projecting a timeless series of questions into the context of modern
society.
"They celebrated the complexities and anonymity of the Big
City. Viewers of these artworks
are hard pressed to decide whether
Existential depictions of varied
human experiences are meant to
reveal empathy or detachment,
compassion or disillusion, beauty
or horror."
The works in the show,
created between 1905 and 1991,

ORPHEUS IN VEGAS by Jack Levine, from the new "Human
Conditions" exhibit continuing at the Walsh Gallery
highlight the contributions of such
other masters as innovative colorist Marsden Hartley; WPA artist
Edward Lanning who designed the
ceiling painting for the New York
Public Library; African American
artist Jacob Lawrence who was
featured in retrospectives at the
Brooklyn Museum and the Whitney and painted Jesse Jackson for
a Time cover in 1970; and early
modernist pioneer Max Weber.
By collaborating with Fairfield University in presenting the
exhibit, the Midtown Payson has
reaffirmed its concern for the future of American art. Today the
gallery is owned by John Whitney

Payson, who is familiar to the art
world as the seller at the auction of
Van Gogh's "Irises" for $53.9
million. Payson purchased the
gallery in 1985 and has been interested in supporting 20th century
American art.
Since its founding in 1932,
Midtown was one of the first galleries to show American art exclusively and it has launched the careers of emerging contemporary
artists. Among the younger professionals in this exhibition are
Debra Birmingham who stresses
interior scenes that are imagined

(continued to p. 11)

Not Even Connery Can Doctor
Up Boring "Medicine Man"
Chris Snyder
Assistant Arts and
Entertainment Editor
Medicine Man contains
one of the most intriguing ideas for
a movie in quite some time. It
involves a doctor who has discovered a cure for cancer within the
jungles of the Amazon, and it focuses on his endeavors to bring the
remedy to North America. With
such a fascinating premise, it is
shocking that the film turns out to
be nothing but a boring waste of
money.
Medicine Man lacks in
the type of elements that you would
expect it to excel in. There is minimal, if any, suspense, and the characters are so dull that we quickly
lose interest in what is happening.
In the long run, this film turns out
to be nothing but a two hour exercise which depends entirely on its
plot to carry it along, while offering little else in the process. It is all
talk and no action.
What is especially disappointing is that this film is directed
by John McTiernan, the man who
in the past has brought us such
action packed bonanzas as Predator, Die Hard, and The Hunt for
Red October. What helped make
those films become such entertain.ing hits is that they took welldeveloped, likable characters and
placed them within dangerous, out
of the ordinary situations. It was
exciting to watch these people attempt to overcome their predicaments.
What separates Medicine Man from those films is that
its two protagonists are not developed well enough. We know so
little about them and their back-

grounds that it is difficult to care
about them or what they are doing.
Furthermore, they are
neither fun to watch nor particularly likable; in fact, they are pretty
annoying, considering they spend
almost all of their scenes together
arguing and screaming at each
other.
Sean Connery stars as a
scientist who, for reasons never
thoroughly explained, flees North
America to embark on a new life
with a special tribe of Amazons.
He becomes known as "medicine
man" because he helps cure the
Indians when they are sick.
While experimenting
with some vegetation from the
rainforest's ecosystems, he derives
a serum which can cure the cancer
disease. Unfortunately, he makes
only one small batch of the serum
before forgetting its formula. He
must now go back into the jungle
and attempt to find the ingredients
which made his medicine work.
He knows he has to work quickly
before a bulk of the land is destroyed by developers.
Assisting him is a female
doctor from New York (Lorraine

Bracco) to whom he gives the nickname "Dr. Bronx." Her job is to
observe his work and supply progress reports to the United States.
When Connery is given
the chance, he is adequate in his
role. Bracco's performance, however, is the film' s lowest point. She
is a fine actress (as proven by her
Oscar nominated supporting role
in Goodfellas), but this role is a
sheer waste of her talent.
From the moment she
arrives in the jungle, she never
stops yelling. Her mouth is like a
talking machine, and her voice
becomes so irritating after a while
that I was sorry that I hadn't brought
earplugs along. How Connery's
character can eventually fall in love
with this wench is bewildering,
especially since there is not one
tender scene between them beforehand.
Among the movie's high
points is the nicely orchestrated
musical score by Jerry Goldsmith.
Its liveliness kept me awake while
everything else on the screen was
putting me to sleep. There are also
some very colorful scenic shots
which make this a beautiful film to
look at. Finally, I find the movie's
all-around message to be a good
one. We should make efforts to
preserve our rainforests. After all,
they contain many different elements that are vital to human existence.
The rest of the film is a
mess. It is the type of movie in
which we are waiting and waiting,
for something significant to occur,
only to be disappointed when it
never does.
Coming Soon: Memoirs
of An Invisible Man
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Entertainment News

FAIDRA Serves Up Suicide,
Jailbi rds and a Large Pie
Niall McArdle
Staff Writer
Tired of sitting in your room
watching reruns of bad sitcoms or
of going to bad parties and drinking bad beer? Me too. That's why
I'm telling you to go check out the
Fairfield Premieres - three new
student-written and produced plays
- at the Black Box in the Quick
Center for a fun filled evening of
theater.
The fact that I happen to be
appearing in one of the plays is
entirely irrelevant. Well, not entirely. Actually I planned a hilarious article that would have been
"an objective review" of the productions under a pseudonym. But
my editor, fine upstanding journalist that he is, considered it unethical (thank you Pat, winner of
the Bob Woodward award for sticking to the rules). So here goes with
a not so objective review...
Tired of sitting in your
room... (Getto the pointNiall. ..Pat
) Well running tonight, tomorrow
and Saturday at 8p.m. are the Premieres. The show opens with Karen

SnydefsScenic Overlook directed
by Sharon Tinari, a short comedy
dealing with a ditched lover's attempts to commit suicide. Attempts is definitely the operative
word, for a young couple beside
him just don't want to leave the
cliff's edge! Jim Daly is hysterical
as the would-be road pizza, and
Bill Walko and Sarajane Smith are
determined to provide a floor show
for the audience.
The second production is Bill
Bevacqua's Sterling Silver Under
Iron directed by John Blake. This
well-written piece throws a yuppie and a bum together in "the
can", one for drunk driving and

Maggie Hart
Staff Writer

the other for.... well for being.a
bum. Chris Cause's controlled
aggression is well suited to the
tight-ass he plays, and Rob Esposito does well to capture the alcoholic stoop of someone more than
twice his own age.
The last play is Susan
Schlesinger's The Pizza Man directed by Jane Amery. It is a
comedy-drama of Love, Life and
Pizza. At the request of the playwright and the director I won't
reveal the plot, but its convoluted
and intelligent script serves its cast
well, and Tara Barroqueiro and
Erin Pender work well on stage
together.
Modesty and journalistic
ethics prevent me from commenting on my own performance.
You'll just have to come see it!
I'd say it's worth your three
dollars. Tickets are on sale at the
Campus Center. So come to the
show, and stick around afterward
to meet the casts. If you feel inclined to throw flowers on stage,
you are more than welcome. If you
want to throw money or even your
phone number, even better.

News:
Actress Jennifer Jason
Leigh has filed a suit against hair
colorist during the filming of
1989's Last Exit to Brooklyn.
Apparently Leigh asked Louis
Licari to dye her hair from brunette to blonde for the film, but
came out with every woman's
nightmare, pink hair. Leigh, who
had to cut her hair and wear a wig for her role, is suing for $4 million
for her hairy experience.
So-called actress Sofia Coppola is actually trying her hand
at the entertainment business again after her disastrous role in her
father Francis Ford Coppola's film The Godfather, Part III. Sofia
will be involved in a comedy project along with Sandra Bernhard,
Ricki Lake, Katherine Helmond, and Martha Plimpton.
Music:
Debbie Gibson, Long Island's own teenybop singer, will
star in the musical Les Miserables on Broadway. Gibson, who auditioned for Les Mis when she was 15 and hadn' t yet made it into the top
40, feels that her voice is now ready for the theater. Her future plans
include a screenplay co-written by her sister Karne, and some possible
movie deals.
The new album from Boogie Down Productions is due out
on Feb. 25. The new single, "Duck Down" has already hit the airwaves.
U2 has announced tentative concert dates for the tri-state
area. Their itenerary includes shows at the Nassau Coliseum and
MSG. Stay tuned to your local radio station for more information, but
plan on bringing a sleeping bag to Ticketmaster if you want to nab any
tickets: their Florida show sold out in fifteen minutes - fans waited in
line for as long as three days prior to the sale date!

American Theater Festival Schedule
PR - Fairfield University
will play host to the American
College Theatre Festival from February 26 to March 1. The Festival
will sponsor eight colleges and
Universities, including Brown
University, Providence College
and the University of Rhode Island.
About 300 thespian students
will compete for prizes and recognition at Fairfield's own Quick
Center for the Arts and Playhouse.
Nine plays will be produced. Here
is the schedule of events:

February 27, 1992 - "Stupid Kids": A compendium of teen
myth from "Rebel Without A
Cause" to "Pump Up The Volume." Performed by students from
Brown University. Showtime is
12:30 PM at the Regina A. Quick
Center for the Arts, Fairfield University.

February 27,1992 - "The
Ride" : A shaggy dog story about
an elderly woman and her verable

February 27, 1992 "Noises Off will be performed by
students from the University of

canine companion performed by
students from Brown University.
Showtime is 12:30 PM at the
Regina A. Quick Center for the
Arts, Fairfield University.

Rhode Island. Showtime is 8:30
PM at the Regina A. Quick Center
for the Arts, Fairfield University..
Don't miss this smash comedy,
soon to be a movie with Christopher Reeve and Marilu Henner.
February 28, 1992 "Our
Country's Good" (see photo on
opposite page) chronicles the first
deportation of English convicts to
the newly established island prison
of Australia. Performed by students from Providence, Rhode
Island. Showtime is 12:30 PM at
the Regina A. Quick Center for the
Arts, Fairfield University.

(continued top. 13)
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Movies:
A quick editing job on the controversial movie Basic Instinct
saved the sexually explicit film from an NC -17 rating. Apparently,
director Paul Verhoeven cut a minute from the Michael Douglas and
Sharon Stone picture to get an R-rating for the mid-March release.
Director Martin Scorsese will be busy turning parts of Troy,
New York into a 19th-century town. Troy will be the setting for his
upcoming movie The Age of Innocence, which is an adaptation of
Edith Wharton's novel. The film is scheduled to begin shooting in
March with Michelle Pfeiffer and Daniel Day-Lewis.
On to another hairy subject: Catya Sassoon. Sassoon, the
daughter of hair stylist/guru Vidal Sassoon, stars in a new movie that
shows she's interested in more than just looking good so her father can
look good. The 23 year old former model plays a Van Damme-style
role in Angelfist, due out next month. Sassoon does her own martial
arts stunts and plans to compete in the upcoming World Karate Competition. Sassoon made her acting debut in 1984's Tuff Turf, along
with James Spader and Robert Downey, Jr.
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American Realists
Featured At Quick

ATF Schedule
(continued from p. 12)
February 28,1992 - "Caucasian Chalk Circle" is based on
an ancient Chinese fable of a
woman who risks it all to save a
child. The tale will be performed
by students from New England
College. Showtime is 8:30 PM at
the Regina A. Quick Center for
the Arts, Fairfield University.

(continuedfromp.il)

February 29,1992 - "Everything Sprite," a cosmiccomedy
about Sam, a senior at ahigh school
for gifted students, that devises a
science project which predicts the
future, Written by Steven Williams, a student at the University
of Southern Maine. Showtime is
10:15 AM at the Fairfield University Playhouse.
February 29, 1992 - "The
C-Zone" is a play about friendship. It confronts the boundaries
of giving and taking, the rewards
and consequences of unconditional love. Written by Liza
Lentini, a student at Wheaton
College. Shwotime is 10:15 AM
at the Fairfield University Playhouse.
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Brendan Byrnes and Leigh Price rehearse for the Providence
College production of "Our Country's Good" photo: PR

February 29, 1992 - "Tartuffe", Moliere's audacious 17th
century comedy, will be performed
by Salem State College. Showtime
is 12:30 PM at the Regina A. Quick
Center for the Arts, Fairfield University.

ning of plays by Vaclav Havel,
bracketed by short works written
by Harold Pinter and Samuel
Beckett will be performed by
Middlebury College. Showtime is
8:30 PM at the Regina A. Quick
Center for the Arts, Fairfield University.

February 29,1992 - "Havel:
The Passion of Thought," an eve-

All the plays listed will be
presented as part of the American

College Theatre Festival. Tickets
for the performances are $7 general, $3 students with discount rates
for senior citizens and for group of
25 or more. For more information
call the Quick Center Box Office
at 254-4010.
The public may also attend
the many workshops available
throughout the festival. Barry
Kyle, former director of the Royal
Shakespeare
Theater, will conduct a seminar on
acting.
In addition,
Arden Fingerhut
will teach a class
on lighting design.
After the
evening performance on Saturday,
an awards ceremony will honor
outstanding students.

FABULOUS FRIDAY PRESENTS:

KARAOKE!!!
STAG-HERINN

FEBRUARY, 21,1992
4:30-7:30 and 8-11pm

or dreamed; 29-year-old Yale graduate Hugh Steers who focuses on
political and social issues such as the AIDS crisis and is influenced by
Degas, El Greco and Caravaggio; and Abby Shahn whose powerful "El
Salvador" has been on display in the lobby of the Quick Center since the
structure opened in the spring of 1990. Her newest painting "Eco-Terror:
Baghdad," three panels that are 10 feet long, will be featured in the show.
When the Quick Center was dedicated, a highlight was the presentation of university honors for achievement in art to Paul Cadmus who
will attend the opening reception of this exhibition. In now displaying
his work, the gallery will show an artist who has been a dominant satirist
and academic figure painter for more than a half century. He has
generated controversy as a social agitator, drawn admiration for his
details of modeling and movement and scorn for his American scenes
and depiction of sexual desire.
Cadmus has frequently attracted public praise or outrage for his
candid depiction of "Coney Island," "YMCA Locker Room," "Shore
Leave," "Playground," "Subway Symphony" and his elegant male
nudes. His "The Fleet's In!" has a 58-year controversy ever since the US
Navy banned it from public viewing in 1934. The exhibit will present
three of Cadmus' works including "Hinky Dinky Parley Voo" created in
oil and egg tempera on linen on a pressed wood panel.
Isabel Bishop who died in 1988 is remembered as one of the
foremost women artists in the 20th century. Since here first one-woman
show in 1932, the appreciation of her work has spread and her paintings
are in over 65 museums including the Metropolitan in New York, the
Corcoran Gallery of Art, the Hirshhorn and the Los Angeles County
Museum. She is known for her observations of life around Union Square
in New York and for portrayals of working women. Seven of her works
will be on view at the Walsh, including her 1951 "Homeward."
The list of artists for the exhibit includes:
Surrealist Bernarda Bryson Shahn who was recently cited by Arts
Magazine which reviewed her 60-year career, commenting that her
paintings seem to be the work of "a young and gifted artist," praised her
"freedom of spirit." Actually she was born in 1903 and her work has
attracted decades of attention, from lithographs of the Depression era,
murals in schools and post offices, book illustrations, her first onewoman show at the age of 78 and, in recent years, through her enigmatic
and shrouded figures. She is also the mother of Abby Shahn.
Michael Bergt is a young symbolic realist who received his first
one-man show in New York last April. His metaphorical works deal with
myths, the human condition and current issues. Bergt works primarily
in egg tempera and his art is in collections in Colorado, New Mexico,
Michigan and Spain.
Jared French, the subject of a forthcoming retrospective and
book, painted and drew cool, detached figures with archaic Greek forms.
He is credited with teaching his friend Cadmus how to paint using the
Renaissance egg tempera technique in the early 1940s.
Jack Levine, like Cadmus, is a Social Realist who invoked seamy
gangsters and slimy politicians. He is still active at 76 and was the
subject of an article in Art in America magazine last May. He will be
represented by four works including "Eurasian Girl" and the 40. by 60
inch "Orpheus in Vegas."
Dr. Eliasoph noted that "Human Conditions" with its survey of
contemporary American art follows "Prophetic Visions," master prints
based on the Hebrew Bible. He commented that the Walsh Art Gallery
seeks to provide varied exhibits of major artworks in order to support
Fairfield University's academic mission and to enrich the community.
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EIser, finally out ofMikelic and
Sacca's shadows, shines
as star of team
Michael Siuta
Sports Editor
"When I was a senior in
high school, I didn't care about
coming to a school and being the
star. I just wanted to be a part of a
winning time, and get a chance to
play."
It is a good thing that the
speaker, Lady Stag starTrish Elser,
didn't care about being the star of
the team, because when she enrolled at Fairfield, she was far from
being the star.
You see, when Elser was
a senior in high school, Fairfield
won the MAAC championship on
the backs of two outstanding freshmen, Lisa Mikelic, and Tricia
Sacca.
With them being on the
team for 3 more years, it was obvious that they were the stars, while
everyone else was just a role player.
Well, all good things must
come to an end, and last year
marked the final year for two of the
finest players in Fairfield history.
That meant it was time for somebody new to step up their game,

and take charge of the team. That
someone is Elser, a 6'3" senior
from Maryland.
"My first 3 years here, I
just tried to be consistent. I wanted
to be enough of a threat that they
had to guard me, and I could take
some of the attention away from
Lisa and Tricia," said Elser.
"Now, I want the ball
more on offense. I am more of the
go to player, wanting the ball in the
clutch. I think I was ready for the
role, and I welcomed the challenge."
Elser has stepped up the
level of her game, and is now feared
as one of the top players in the
conference. Her 18.1 points per
game scoring average is a testament to her increased role in the
offense, from being a pawn to being
the queen.
Despite all of the individual accolades that come from being
the star of the team, there is also a
great deal of pressure, both internally and externally. Elser herself
has demanded a lot from her performances, as have many Lady Stag
followers.

Rec-Plex announces
3rd Annual Late
Night for Siblings
Weekend

"I had to learn to cope
with it. I have to try to clear my
head before each game. Earlier in
the year, we were all putting presThe 3rd Annual Late night at the Rec Plex will be held on Friday,
sure on ourselves. Until Sue(senior
February 28,1992 from 10:00 p.m. to 4:00 a.m. Once again, the event
Sue Bly) began shooting well,
is being held in conjunction with Sibling's Weekend. All University
teams were doubling down on me,
students and their siblings are invited to participate in this alcohol aland it was really tough. Now that
ternative event. Last year over 1100 students and their siblings atthe outside game is working, I can
tended the all-nighter.
pass and rebound, and they can't
Lat Night, sponsored by the Rec Complex, Intramural Dekey on me as much," she said.
partment, FUSA, IRHG and various Fairfield businesses, will feaFor Elser and fellow senture games and activities for all ages. The first 200 people to arrive
iors Bly, Lynne Friel, Kelley Sheewill receive a free commemorative T-shirt, and prizes will be
han, and Mary-Lu Matott, it has
awarded to the winners of all events. Doors open for entry between
been strange times without the
10:00 and 11:30 p.m. and from 1:00-2:00 a.m.
presence of Mikelic and Sacca on
The rules for the night are as follows:
the court, especially at the end of
the games. Whereas the last 5
1. NO ALCOHOL WILL BE PERMITTED. Anyone
minutes of games used to belong to
under the influence of alcohol will be asked to leave.
those two, now it is Elser who must
rise to the top.
2. Entry into the Rec Plex will be permitted only during the
"It has been totally difposted hours of 10:00-11:30 p.m. and 1:00-2:00 a.m.
ferent without them. We just need
more confidence from everyone.
3. You may leave the Rec Plex at any time, but you must
Everyone has to have more confireenter during the posted hours of entry.
dence in themselves," she said.
"The five seniors want to
4. Register for events/activities when you arrive that night.
go out in style," said Elser. What
does that mean? "Making the
This is a great opportunity for students to participate in a
NCAA Tournament again."
free night of fun. So join us at the Rec Complex on February 28 for
With only 4 regular seaan alcohol free night of food, games, contests and much more!
son games, the MAAC Tournament, and potentially post season
play left in her
college career,
Elser is beginning to ponder the
future. "J either
want to be a
graduate assisft?0, ./
tant
coach"ironically, Sacca
is now a graduate
assistant right
"Proper ID required"
here at Fairfield,
and Mikelic is
one at Fordham
University-"or
play, possibly in
By Anthony Rubino, Jr.
Europe. But right
now, I am just
focusing on the
end of this sea"Tim was so learned that he could name a horse in nine languages:
son."
so ignorant that he bought a cow to ride on."—Benjamin Franklin
For
Trish Elser, this
The American
The Old Person Who I The Dude Who
season has bePrincess
Sits In The Front
I Knows It All
longed to her. It
"OH-MY-GAWD!
I disagree
..but I'm sure
How bored am I?!
was three years in
I'll
tell
you
why:
that is before
When I was in
waiting, and now
| any of you can
Bangladesh,
remember.
that her time has
shortly after
arrived, she has
&
^
leaving Sri-Lanka,
Not so fast
certainly made
what I saw there
| sonny. I was 18|
was OUITI
the most of it.
when the Civil
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GET READY FOR SPRING BREAK

The Guy Who's
Always Late

We were supposed
to hove a quiz
today. Did you
forget? And about
that paper...
can that be longer
than two pages
and is it O.K. if I
type it, and hand
itineai"

The Kid Who's
Never In Class
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Mr. Phillips.. Mr.
Philips... Has anyone
seen Mr. Phillips? Is
he still in this class? If
anyone sees him or
can get in touch with
him please tell him to
speak with me. .

© Anthony Rubinojr. 1991

IS GOD CALLING YOU TO THE CARMELITES?
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CONTACTFr. David McEvoy, O. Carm.
P.O. Box 5537 • Englewood, NJ 07631 - 5537
(201) 569-8234

Q. Dear Mr. College; I have a ten page paper due next week and there's no
way I'll be able to finish more than seven pages in time. On Mr. Collese, what
should I do?!!—Stupified
A. Dear Stupified; Go ahead and finish the first seven pages of the paper, ending the last page
in mid sentance as if there should be a page following it Then hand the paper in as if nothing is
wrong. Your professor will assume the last few pages were lost By the time he or she asks you
about it, you'll have had time to finish the last three pages.
Q. Dear Mr. College, Whenever I paste down clippings from magazines, the glue gets all over my hands.
When I try and scrape it off it causes chafing. Any suggestions—Ichy
A. Dear Ichy; You need to write to "Ask Mr. Collage". Happens all the time.
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Baseball art exhibit coming to
Center for Financial Studies

Stag Skaters get back on
track by winning two of three

"Visually, baseball is a
very beautiful game," said Scilla.
"In my art I do not focus on individual players, or great historical
moments in baseball but rather on
the game itself. None of the ballparks in my paintings actually exist.
They are composites of the memories, old photos and baseball cards
which I work with to distill the
essence of the game."
Scilla believes that baseball is quintessentially America's
game and brings this point across
vividly in "McArthur's Dairy."
The red, white, and blue logo of the
dairy gives the work a patriotic
quality while the shadow underneath the pitcher resembles an eagle
about to take flight. Even the name
of the dairy plays into the motif,
conjuring up images of General
MacArthur.
"Baseball crosses the
social classes in America, uniting
the country," said Scilla.
"Some of my
painting show smokestacks in the background
indicating an urban .setting; in others there are
mountains and rolling
hilltops. The game transcends time and place."
Advertisements
also have a central role in
Scilla's design. "If you've
ever been to a minor
league ballpark, that's
what you see: advertising
on fences. You could
always tell where you'd
been by the products they
were selling. I like advertising and feel that it adds
an interesting dimension
to my work."
One of the many works on display at Center for Financial Studies ... pR

Fairfield, Conn. (PR)Artist Vincent Scilla's exhibit
"Field of Dreams: New Paintings
of Baseball's Golden Era," is sure
to hit a home run with baseball fans
and artists alike, his lone, solitary
players evoke a time of innocence
and childhood, and days spent
watching the greatest of all American pastimes.
"Field of Dreams" opens
at Fairfield University's Gallery at
the Center for Financial Studies on
Sunday, February, 23 with a reception between 3 and 5 p.m.
Gallery hours continue weekdays
2-5p.m., through April 8.
Vincent Scilla, a New
York City resident, began painting
baseball players 10 years ago, and
has since painted several dozen
ballpark scenes. His oils have been
exhibited in group shows with those
of Thomas Eakins, Norman Rockwell, Ralph Fasanella, Red Grooms
and Andy Warhol; and he has been

featured in several books, including "Baseball Art" and "Diamonds
are Forever...Artists and Writers
on Baseball."
The 26 canvases in this
exhibit are a combination of folk
and pop art, as his ballplayers are
juxtaposed against a backdrop of
ubiquitous ballpark advertisements.
Motion is central to
Scilla's works and it is gestures,
more than personalities, which
stand out. Dressed in baggy woolens, his players catch, leap, dive,
run, and slide in mythical games of
baseball'sGoldenAge: the 1920's
through the 1940's.
Dr. Philip Eliasoph, university curator and professor of
fine arts at Fairfield University,
said, "Capturing the mind's eye,
Vincent Scilla's images of baseball myth and legend evoke fond
memories and cherished moments
of America's age of innocence."
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h*or anyone
who thinks a
drinking problem
is running out
of beer.

Marc Bedard
Staff Writer
The men's Ice Hockey
team ended their four game losing
streak with a 3-2 win over Quinnipiac College.
Freshman Greg Stone
opened the scoring for the Stags by
beating the stunned Quinnipiac
goaltender with a low wrist shot
from the top of the slot.
Speed demons Tim Malay and Steve Forrest each contributed solo tallies, while senior Tim
McDevitt played a solid game
between the pipes for Fairfield.
The win upped the Stags record to
13-8.
After dropping a 4-3
decision to Skidmore College on
Saturday, the Stags rebounded
nicely by defeating St. Michael's
College 5-4. Peter Lewis opened
the scoring for the Stags, collecting his 19th of the year with assists
from Mike Toland and Scott Lindsay.
Unfortunately, the Fairfield lead lasted only 30 seconds as
St. Michael's Scott Irish beat
McDevitt to tie the score at one
apiece. St. Michael's scored an-

other two goals in the frame, increasing their lead to 3-1 before
Malay closed the first period scoring, cutting the Stags deficit to a
mere one goal.
St. Michael's scored at
4:02 of the second period, increasing their lead to 4-2. At this point,
the Stags caught fire, and scored
four unanswered goals.
Scott Lindsay began the
assault with an unassisted tally at
5:09. Malay was next, lighting the
lamp at 11:14 with his second score
of the game, and tying the score at
4-4.
Lindsay then gave the
Stags the lead at 5:09 of the third
period with his second unassisted
goal of the game. Chris Thomas
continued the flurry by connecting
at 15:51, with Lindsay and Peter
Lewis picked up the assists. St.
Michael's' scored at 19:12 of the
final period, but it was too little,
too late, as the Stags went home
with a hard fought 6-5 victory.
McDevitt again played
solidly in the net for Fairfield, turning aside 35 St. Michael's shots.
The Stags host the University of Southern Maine Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at noon.

Trivia Time: Now that spring
training is right around the
corner, here is one for all you
baseball fans. Who is the
youngest player to ever appear in
a Major League Baseball game?

of Princeton Review LSAT, GMAT, and GRE students would
recommend our test preparation courses to a friend. They know
that The Princeton Review offers what no other course can: A
Proven Formula for Beating Standardized Tests.
You could take that other guy's course and settle for audio tapes
and classes three to four times as large as ours. Or you could
take The Princeton Review and receive FREE Extra-Help with
your instructors if you need assistance beyond your 15-student
class.
96.3% of our students would be glad to advise you...

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more
How do you know when a friend or relative has an alcohol problem? How
do you help? Tune into our 12-part radio series, "Thinking About Drinking,"
and hear how people gain victory over alcohol problems. How drinking
affects your health, relationships, family, school and career. Listen. You
might learn some things you'll never hear at a keg party.

HINKIN G
Tune In:

A B O l' T

.rewriting the book on standardized tests.

226-2662

DRINKING

Wednesday 7:30 pm Weekly
WVOF-FM 88.5 Fairfield University

Distributed by Western Public Radio. Funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.

Neither Princeton University nor the Educational Testing Service are affiliated with The Princeton Review.

LSAT • GRE • GMAT

This Week: Feature on
Lady Stag Star Trish
Elser; Baseball Art coming to CFS pp 14-16

SPORTS

Lady Stags regroup, rise
above .500 again

Top Manhattan and lona to move to 12-11
Jamie Maloney
Staff Writer
The Lady Stags came out
victorious in their last two home
games, coming back to defeat
Manhattan 58-56, then overpowering lona 69-57. With the wins,
the ladies are now back over .500
at 12-11, and stand at 8-4 in MA AC
play.
Down 30-22 at halftime
versus Manhattan, the ladies came
out of the locker room with added
determination. Sue Bly capped off
a 14-4 run with a lay up to tie the
game at 34 with 15:37 left.
The score went back and
forth from here as Trish Elser and
Bly led the way for the Lady Stags.
Bly gave Fairfield a five point lead,
56-51, when she canned a three
pointer with 3:03 left. Manhattan
refused to give up, though, and
Shannon Breslin's two free throws
evened the contest at 56 with 31.5
seconds left.
After losing some key
games on the road, Fairfield wasn't
about to let this one slip away.
Senior point guard Lynne Friel,
who's more of a playmaker than a

scored, hit a three foot shot with
1.5 seconds left to win the game
for the home team.
Manhattan, now 10-11,
was outplayed by the Lady Stags
for the first 13 minutes of the game.
Bly scored the first bucket of the
game when she knocked down a
three point bomb one minute into
the game. This basket set the tone
for Fairfield as they jumped out to
a 16-8 lead with 7:09 left.
However, the Lady Jaspers battled back by scoring eleven
unanswered points to take a 19-16
lead at the 3:42 mark. Manhattan
continued to dominate the rest of
the half as the Lady Stags struggled
offensively.
Bly finished the game 55 from three point land, leading all
scorers with 19 points. Elser scored
her season's average of 18 points.
Robin Massari chipped in with 6
points and grabbing a game high
12 rebounds.
Coming off the big win,
the ladies squared off against the
lona Lady Gaels. Earlier in the
year, the ladies handed lona a 6746 defeat.
In the first half Fairfield

had trouble opening up their lead.
Iona's Pam Clemente scored nine
points in the half to keep the Lady
Gaels close. Fairfield's long distance bomber, Bly, hit a three point
goal with 21.5 seconds left before
halftime to push their lead to a
mere 31-25. That was as close as
the Gaels would get.
The Lady Stags completely dominated the second half.
They began with aknockout punch,
as they went on a quick 11-2 run,
pushing the score to a more comfortable 42-27. lona, down by as
many as twenty at one point, did
not get closer than twelve points
the rest of the way.
Kate Abromovitch scored
10 of her game high 18 in the
second half as Fairfield cruised to
their second straight win. Bly(16
points), Elser( 10), Massari(9), and
Friel(9 assists) also contributed to
the win.
LADY STAG NOTES.At the
time of this writing, the ladies were
down at LaSalle taking on the first
place Lady Explorers. A win down
there would work toward the ladies goal of capturing the MAAC
title, and going to the NCAA's.

Stags lose 2 more, fall to 7-16
Fred Vital
Staff Writer
The Stags dropped two
more games to Manhattan (9-2
MAAC; 17-6) and to lona (7-4
MAAC; 12-10). The Stags are
now 7-16 overall and 3-9 in the
MAAC. With only four games
left in the season it looks like the
Stags can avoid the 8-9 game in the
tournament andpossibly even fair
well in the tourney.
In the Manhattan game,
the Stags played up to their potential, vertually beating the first
place team in every statistic except points and free throw%. The
Stags had the lead in all but two
brief moments of the first half.
They went into the locker room
only down one point. The biggest
Stag lead was eight but that never
slowed Manhattan down.
The second half proved
to be much of the same, with the
Stags trading baskets but remaining in the lead until 10:57 on the
clock. The Jaspers proceeded to
go on a 14-3 run and\take the lead
at 66-56. The Jaspers never looked
back and showed why they are on
top of the MAAC, as they withstood the Stags surge at the end.
Faiefield cut the lead to two with
1:01 left in the game with Kevin
George's (25points) three pointer.
With under a minute left the Stags'
plan was to get the ball in low to
Drew Henderson (18points; 14 rebounds) and to tie the game or get
fouled. Henderson got the ball but
was stripped and the ball went out
of bounds with only two seconds
left. The Stags took the last shot

but it was nowhere close and the this one ended in an 80-70 defeat.
Big scorers in this one
Stags watched another closeone
were Henderson scoring another
slip away.
The Stags looked very double-double with 17points and
good here in front of the home grabbing 17 rebounds and George
fans. Manhattan shot in the sec- scoring 17 also.
ond half towards the Rejd Sea but STAG NOTES: ...The Stags have
even they couldn't help he Stags. remained in the seven spot in the
Manhattan coach Stev; Lappas MAAC for the past six games.. .The
said "We had poise lown the Stags look to play second place
stretch...we're on a mission, that's Siena in the first round of the
why we're 5-0 on the road." What tourney...Coach Cormier first reFairfield needs is alittle poise down cruit is 6-7 21 Olbs Aaron Seymour
the stretch to sneak out these close from Oklahoma City, OK.
games.
¥
In the lona
game the Stags fell
quick and early,
going down by ten
in five minutes and
17 in ten. The Stags
finally got it tomw* 1
gether to scrape
some points off the
lead and cut it to ten
at the half.
What ever
Coach Paul Cormier said to the team
at halftime worked
like a charm because the Stags
came out and went
on a 15-1 run to
grab the lead at4744 with 14:06 left
in the game. This
lead was quick and
short lived, the
Gaels regrouped
and slowly regained
•*' * »^*CF ■ '■
their lead and extended it to as big as
16 points, the Stags Johnnie Jones goes up for two points in a
cut it somewhat, but recent Stag game
photo: Kevin Guterl
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Next Week: Stags, Lady
Stags continue to prepare
for MA AC tourney; results
from Saturday's Certs
Spike Fest.
y

The
Coach's
Corner
'Do You Believe
in Miracles?,,,
Again?'
Michael Siuta
Sports Editor
"Do you believe in miracles?...Yes!!!" It is hard to believe
that it was twelve years ago that ABC's Al Michaels echoed those
words, which have been etched in our memories eve/ since, and will
be for years to come. Now, at the present Olympics in Albertville,
France, the 1992 United States Olympic Hockey team is trying to
write their own version of "Miracle on Ice."
At this point in the competition, the team has compiled a 50-1 record in the preliminary rounds, good enough for the top seed in
the medal round, along with Canada, Sweden, Czechoslovakia,
Unified Team, Germany, France, and Finland. The team defeated
Finland, and just last Sunday tied the Swedes 3-3, the team many felt
would walk away with the gold medal. Then, on Tuesday, the team
rallied from behind to knock off the host Frenchmen 4-1.
Coach Dave Peterson and his troop of unknowns, though,
isn't about to concede the medal that easily. Led by the chief of
unknowns, 26 year old goalie Ray LeBlanc, a career minor leaguer in
the Chicago Blackhawks organization, this team has overachieved
already, and is evoking memories of Lake Placid for many Americans.
Heck, before the Americans won the gold in 1980, could
anybody name 5 players on the team? Better yet: Can anybody name
5 members of that team now? Besides captain Mike Eruzione, and
goalie Jim Craig-who can ever forget the touching scene of Craig,
wrapped in an American flag, looking up into the stands to find his
father-they remain obscurities. And who could ever forget Eruzione,
during the medal ceremony, calling all of his teammates up to the
podium to be with him? Nobody. Nobody, that is, unless this team
should also proceed to win the gold.
For them to win the gold, they, like the '80 'Miracles' would
have to defeat the Soviets, er, Unified Team, in the semi-final round.
After that, it would be a battle against either Canada or Sweden in the
finals. So their road to gold is extremely rough, and might not even be
possible at this point.
But, who cares? Even if the team fails to even win a bronze
medal, they have done extremely well in just reaching the medal
round. And, more importantly, they have caused memories of "Sports'
Greatest Upset" to resurface, and that is something priceless.
In other Olympic news, Paul Wylie of the U.S. was robbed
of the gold medal in men's figure skating. How is it that he completed
a flawless performance, yet lost to a man, Victor Petrenko of the
Unified Team, who fell during his program? That, to me, makes no
sense.
Poor Dan Jansen. First, the tragedy of his sister's death
hours before his race at Calgary in '88, and now a disappointing fourth
place finish in the men's 500 meter speed skating event, an event in
which he is the world record holder. If anyone deserves a medal, it is
him.
Last Sunday's official retirement ceremony of Magic
Johnson's number 32 was touching, but terribly overdrawn. About
the only really great moment from the whole scene, and one that was
about half as long as it should have been, was the presentation by
Larry Bird. Bird disobeyed the orders of all of his doctors and flew
across the country just to be at the ceremony, showing that he is a class
individual. However, he was just a mere extra in the ceremony, when
the Magic-Bird rivalry should have been a main focus. Both of these
stars are defined by the other and by the rivalry, and it should have been
recognized as such.
Finally, for those of you who couldn't care less about the
Olympics, the NHL, or the NBA, have no fear: Pitchers and Catchers
report to spring training TOMORROW!

